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Abstract
Periodically driven systems are nowadays a very powerful tool for the study of condensed quantum matter: indeed, they allow the observation of phenomena in huge
contrast with the expected behavior of their classical counterparts. An outstanding example is dynamical localization: this phenomenon consists in the prevention of
heating despite an external periodic perturbation. It has been defined for the first
time in a single particle model, the kicked rotor. This chaotic system undergoes an
unbounded heating in time in its classical limit; on the opposite, in the quantum
regime, the kinetic energy grows until a saturation value is reached and the system
stops heating. In my thesis I consider a chain of coupled quantum kicked rotors in
order to investigate the fate of dynamical localization in presence of interactions. I remarkably show that a dynamically localized phase persists in the quantum system also
in presence of interactions. This is an unexpected behavior since periodically driven,
interacting, non-integrable quantum systems are expected to heat up to an infinite
temperature state. Moreover, I find a genuine quantum dynamics also in the delocalized phase: the heating is not diffusive, as it happens in the classical system, but it
follows a sub-diffusive power law. A focus on the properties of the Floquet eigenstates
and operators matrix properties gives interesting hints, still under investigation, for a
possible justification of the above mentioned slow heating.
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Introduction
Periodically driven systems surround us and, in some cases, are part of us. For
example, at the origin of our perception of sound, there is a periodic perturbation,
namely the sound wave, which hits our eardrums: in this way, energy is transferred
through the wave to our body and activates a chain of processes whose result is our
ability to hear. Let us add that our living body may be considered a self-periodically
driven system, since the periodic contractions of our hearth make all our vital functions
possible.
An example of classical periodically driven system is a nail beaten from a hammer
into a wall: the energy provided by the hammer passes from the nail to the wall
with the effect of creating a hole. There are also systems in which the effect of the
perturbation is not dispersed to an external environment. Consider for example a
rigid and thermally insulating box containing a gas and an engine made up by two
touching disks rotating in opposite directions: the friction between the disks generates
heat which is absorbed by the gas and not released outside. In our work we focus on
this second class of systems.
While the responses of classical systems to periodic drivings may be kinetic effects,
deformations or heating, the scenario changes dramatically as we move from to quantum condensed matter systems [1] since periodic drivings can induce effects which do
not have a classical counterpart. This research branch, called Floquet engineering [2],
has combined in the recent years theoretical and experimental efforts devoted to the
observation of genuine quantum phases of matter. An outstanding example is that
of topological effects [3]: periodic drivings obtained via light modulation have been
applied to different systems such as graphene [4], quantum wires made up of cold
atoms [5] as well as quantum wells [6] for the investigation of phenomena ranging
from Quantum Hall Effect [7, 8, 9, 10] to Floquet insulators [11, 12]. Other collective
phenomena which can be induced in materials by periodic drivings are superconductivity [13, 14, 15, 16] in cuprates [17] and superfluidity [18, 19], but the list of all the
current applications of this out of equilibrium protocol may continue.
An issue which must be taken into account in the study of the previous systems
is the role played by interactions in quantum many-body systems: this field has been
made accessible to experiments only recently thanks to new experimental achievements
[20], as for example the realization of ultracold atoms trapped in optical lattices.
These setups are composed by a grid of counter-propagating laser beams which create
a spatially-periodic potential. An ultracold gas of atoms (N „ 103 ´ 104 atoms at
temperature T „ 10´2 K) is then released on it and its dynamics is investigated. This
setup constitutes a quantum simulator [21] for studying a variety of lattice models
and phenomena whose observation is prevented in real materials: impurities, lattice
7
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Figure 1: Thermalization process in a closed, interacting quantum many-body system.
Figure taken from [31].

vibrations and external noise create entanglement between the environment and the
system. As a consequence, unitarity in the evolution is lost and the system collapses
in an uninteresting incoherent mixture of states: all these spurious effects are strongly
suppressed in optical lattices, in which the artificial nature of the lattice eliminates
impurities and the low temperature limits the coupling of the system to external
sources of noise (for a review see [22] or [23]). Among the phenomena which have
been studied via ultracold atoms in optical lattices let us mention for example the
Mott insulator phase transition observed in a Bose Einstein condensate [24] as well
as in fermionic ultracold gases [25]. More recent experiments have been devoted to
the study of long range interactions [26], synthetic dimensions [27] and lattice gauge
theories [28, 29].
Ultracold atoms setups opened the way also to the experimental investigation of
thermalization in quantum systems [30, 31], whose mechanism can be described as
follows. Let us consider a closed system and prepare an initial state in an eigenstate
of a certain local observable Â: due to this choice the initial state is pure in the representation of the eigenstates of the observable Â and the initial entropy is therefore
negligible (upper panels in Figure 1). If an interaction is switched on, for example
via a quench, different regions of the system spatially separated start interacting between each other: the global state remains pure because the dynamics is unitary but
entanglement arises between different portions of the system. At equilibrium, each
local region of the system is now described by a mixed density matrix and, in particular, the expectation value of the observable Â is given by a classical superposition
of its different possible values (bottom panels of Figure 1). It has been observed that
this expectation value is independent of the choice of the initial state and coincide
with the microcanonical expectation value: the conceptual framework for explaining
quantum thermalization is still today object of intense debate. The main established
assumptions are enclosed in the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis, which will be
discussed in the following (for a review see [32]). Understanding thermalization in
quantum systems is important from several points of view: first, it poses fundamental
questions, as for example how can a closed system undergoing unitary dynamics reach
a maximum entropy state [33]. On the other hand it still stimulates a lot research regarding the possible ways to prevent it. Apart from quantum integrable systems [34],
8

Figure 2: Initial state (a), evolution protocol (b) and phase diagram (c) of a periodically driven interacting fermions system exhibiting many-body localization at high
frequencies. Figure taken from [41].

which do not thermalize, a novel quantum phase in which thermalization is prevented
is called many-body localization [35, 36]. It constitutes the extension of the known
results concerning Anderson localization theory [37, 38] in one dimensional lattices to
interacting fermionic systems: in particular, it predicts the existence of a transition
from a metal to insulator which takes place as a disordered local potential is increased
above a critical value. The mechanism which leads to this phase is the existence of an
extensive set of quasi local operators which in presence of disorder behaves as integral
of motion and induces an effective integrability into the system [39, 40]. These operators form a set of effective local integrals of motion: as an effect, a slow, logarithmic
growth of the entanglement is observed.
Our goal is to study thermalization and localization phenomena in periodically
driven interacting quantum systems. It is generally expected that these systems heat
up in time up to a structureless state called the infinite-temperature state [42, 43, 44]
due to the absence of energy conservation; nevertheless, the absence of thermalization
has been observed, for example, in many-body localized periodically driven systems in
the case of a weak driving[45]. In other works it has been pointed out that many-body
localization survives if the frequency of the driving is so high that the relaxation time
scale of the system is larger than the driving time scale [46, 47]. This behavior has
been successfully tested in two recent experiments concerning chains of spins and of
interacting fermions [41, 48]: in the following we describe the second one. An initial
state is prepared by imposing a nonzero imbalance of the occupations of even and odd
sites (panel (a) in Figure 2). After a quench the system is let free to evolve under
a periodic driving (panel (b)). If the disorder is larger than its critical value there
is an interval of high frequencies in which many-body localization can be observed
(phase diagram in panel (c)): the initial imbalance persists in time, revealing that
the system is not thermalizing. At lower frequencies instead the system reaches a
thermal state in which the initial imbalance has disappeared. Apart from absence
of thermalization, there have been works focusing also on the intermediate temporal
regime which precedes thermalization: indeed, while in classical systems this process
is generally governed by the linear Joule heating, despite some particular case which
will be discussed later on, periodically driven quantum systems can, instead, exhibit
9

Figure 3: The dynamical phases of our model are pictorially represented in the kick
parameters space. The localized phase corresponds to small values, while the ergodic
one emerges as they are increased. The delocalized region in which anomalous thermalization is observed (orange) is close to the limit between the localized and the
delocalized region. The localized region disappears as L increases.

prethermal regimes [49, 50, 51] analogous to what has been observed in the dynamics of
out of equilibrium system after a quench [52], and slow heating [53]. Stable regimes in
quantum interacting systems have been found also in absence of disorder, as it has been
observed numerically in the case of a chain of coupled Kapitza pendula [54] in the high
frequency limit. Another recent example of a non-ergodic many-body behavior has
been found in the so called time crystals, characterized by a spontaneous breaking of
the time translation invariance [55]; in particular periodically driven systems allowed
the observation of Floquet time crystals [56, 57]: in these system the driving as a
period T but it is found that the system has a periodicity T 1 “ nT with n integer,
breaking the time translational symmetry of the Hamiltonian.
In this Thesis we focus on a chain of coupled quantum kicked rotors. The single
kicked rotor describes the dynamics of a rotor, characterized by its angular momentum and phase, which is periodically kicked by a term dependent on the phase and
proportional to a given amplitude. It is considered a paradigmatic model for the
study of classical chaos [58] and has been playing a fundamental role in the definition
of quantum chaos since the beginning of its investigation [59, 60, 61]. As we will
explain more in detail, the classical model exhibits dynamical localization for sufficiently small kicks: the kinetic energy does not grow in time and the system is said
to be quasi-integrable. For large values of the kick, instead, the energy grows linearly
in time. On the other side, the quantum kicked rotor (QKR) exhibits a dramatic
different behavior: the kinetic energy reaches a finite asymptotic value and then stops
growing independently on the strength of the kick independently on the kick strength.
This model has been the first case in which quantum dynamical localization has been
predicted. The explanation of this phenomenon makes use of a mapping between the
QKR and a time independent model [60] describing a particle hopping in a disordered
lattice which undergoes Anderson localization [37]: with an analogous mechanism the
dynamics of initial state of the QKR is localized in the angular momentum space,
imposing a limitation to the growth of the kinetic energy. Our purpose is to extend
the known results about the single quantum kicked rotor to a version of the same
10

problem in which L quantum kicked rotors interact between each other. We want to
understand if dynamical localization persists in presence of interaction and investigate
the behavior of the system if localization is lost. The starting point of our research
consists in understanding if the above mentioned mapping can extended to the case
of L ą 1 rotors: the first result that we reach is building such a mapping between our
periodically driven, interacting model and a disordered lattice: the one dimensional
space in the single QKR is replaced, in our case, by a L-dimensional disordered lattice.
The lattice model that we obtain is expected to undergo the Anderson localization
transition: indeed we show that it is characterized by a quasi random potential and
by short-range hopping coefficients. This result allows us to predict that a system
with L ą 1 rotors exhibits a dynamically localized phase, where the spreading of a
given initial state in the angular momentum representation of the Hilbert space is
suppressed1 . In particular, for L “ 3 we expect to find a dynamically localized phase
and a delocalized one.
Our analysis continues with the study of these two dynamical regimes in the coupled kicked rotors system for L “ 3. We use exact diagonalizaton for distinguishing
between the dynamically localized and delocalized phases: the tools we use are based
on the Floquet theory, according to which the dynamical properties of a driven system
can be inferred by analyzing the spectrum and the eigenstates of the propagator over
one period, called Floquet operator. This operator plays the same role played by the
Hamiltonian in characterizing the dynamics of a time independent system. We find
that for L “ 3 rotors, the system exhibits dynamical localization for small values of
the kick parameters. As instead they are increased we enter the delocalized phase,
in which the system absorbs energy in time. In Figure 3 we pictorially represent the
two delocalized and localized phases (white and red respectively) in the kick parameters space: J is the interaction strength and K a kick term which acts on each rotor
separately. We remarkably observe that the growth of the kinetic energy obeys a
power law in time, a behavior which differs from the linear growth characteristic of
the classical counterpart. This behavior is confirmed by studying an inhomogeneous
version of the model in which all the rotors are subject to a kicked interaction and only
one rotor receives an additional kick; moreover,we observe that rotors which receive
different kicks exhibit qualitatively different heating regimes even though the system
is dynamically delocalized.
After the study of the system in the case L “ 3 we continue our analysis focusing
on the dynamics of the system at larger values of L, in order to extrapolate those
features which may persist in the thermodynamic limit. First, we find that the region
in which the system exhibits dynamical localization disappears as the number of rotors
is increased. This observation is supported by a calculation, taken from [63], which
shows that an infinite dimensional disordered lattice does not exhibit an Anderson
localized phase: from the mapping illustrated above, we conclude that the dynamically
localized phase is expected to vanish in the thermodynamic limit. We perform a mean
field calculation in order to study the behavior of the system in the thermodynamic
limit of the fully connected model. In this case the mean field approximation is exact:
we observe that the kinetic energy grows in time with a power law, similarly to the
1

In the case L “ 2 the system is expected to be always Anderson localized with the characteristic
localization length exponentially increasing as disorder is diminished, while for L ě 3 a transition
takes place from delocalized to localized as the disorder strength is increased [62].
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case L “ 3. In order to understand if also the model with nearest neighbor coupling
exhibits the same behavior in the limit of large L we use exact diagonalization for
investigating the delocalized region for L ą 3.
The evolution of the kinetic energy can be numerically computed for L “ 4, in
which subdiffusion is still observed. Athough it is not possible to investigate the
dynamics for larger L, a different analysis can be performed. Indeed, we observe that
as the power law heating is observed, the distribution of the off diagonal elements of
the kinetic energy operator does not satisfy the ETH and quantum chaos assumptions.
Moreover, we find that the distributions obtained with different valus of L coincide in
different regions of the parameters space. This regime is observed in the orange region
in Figure 3. Note that the localized region soon becomes very narrow as L is increased:
as a consequence, the anomalous delocalized region does not move for large values of
L. Further investigations are currently going on to understand if these results imply
that the power law heating survives in the limit of large L but nevertheless they reveal
an anomalous ergodic behavior which persists at large L. This result is in agreement
with similar observations relative to time independent as well as periodically driven
systems [64]. A full understanding in the study of these anomalous thermalization
signatures is still missing [65] and our work aims to put the basis for finding new
answers in this direction.
The chapters of the thesis are organized as follows.
• In Chapter 1 we discuss quantum thermalization and ergodicity. Then we introduce the Floquet formalism for the study of periodically driven systems,
extending the notion of thermalization to this class of models.
• In Chapter 2 we introduce the coupled quantum kicked rotors model, starting
from a brief overview of the known results concerning the single kicked rotor;
the relevant observables for the study of the dynamics of the system are defined.
• In Chapter 3 we present the result for the case L “ 3. The first section is
taken from [63] and illustrate the mapping between the system with L coupled
rotors and a time independent L dimensional disordered lattice problem. In the
second section we analyze the features of the system in its localized and delocalized phases. In the last section a different, inhomogeneous model is considered
in which the rotors are uniformly coupled and one of them receives an additional kick: the aim is to study the relation between the dynamical and spatial
localization phenomena.
• In Chapter 4 we investigate the case of larger L. In the first section we present
a mean field calculation, taken from [63]. In the second section we extend the
results found with L “ 3: by using exact diagonalization, we investigate the
subdiffusive heating and the anomalous thermalization signatures which persist
at larger values of L.
• In the Conclusions we summarize the results presented in the thesis and discuss
possible directions which are left for future work.
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Chapter 1

Quantum thermalization and
periodically driven systems
In this Chapter we review the notions of thermalization and ergodicity in time independent quantum systems; then we introduce the Floquet formalism and we extend
the definition of thermalization to periodically driven systems. In the first section we
derive the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis and in the second one we explain
how quantum chaos is responsible for ergodicity in quantum systems, showing its connection with Random Matrix Theory. The third section is devoted to the definition
of the Floquet operator to study the dynamics of periodically driven systems; the
Inverse participation ratio is defined for inferring localization or delocalization from
the structure of the Floquet eigenstates. Finally we define thermalization in periodically driven systems; in particular we introduce the level spacing distribution and
level spacing ratio for studying the spectral properties of the Floquet operator.

1.1

The Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis

In the Introduction we described the equilibration process in an isolated non-integrable
system, showing that the system behaves as a bath for the thermalization of its own
local components. Understanding this mechanism has been a debated topic for a long
time; a fundamental boost came from the recent experiments [66, 67] in which the
thermalization process has been observed by using ultracold atoms and the existence of
prethermal regimes has been pointed out. In the following we illustrate the main issues
which brought to the formal definition of quantum thermalization: to this purpose, let
us start with a short introduction about thermalization in a non-integrable isolated
classical system. Let us recall that thermalization is prevented in integrable systems,
namely those systems with N degrees of freedom which admit N ´1 integrals of motion.
Thermalization in classical mechanics is strongly related to irreversibility: given a
time independent system prepared in an arbitrary initial state, it is said to thermalize
if it evolves toward an asymptotic state which is independent from its microscopic
initial conditions and is characterized by a set of few thermodynamic macroscopic
observables. Moreover, it has been proven that the equilibrium distribution of the
13

microscopic configurations is the Boltzmann one (H-theorem)1 ; at equilibrium the
entropy is maximized and the second law of thermodynamic defines the irreversibility
of the thermalization process. A necessary condition for thermalization is ergodicity:
the time average of a certain observable taken at long times is equal to the average
over the states contained in a given energy shell of the phase space. This statement is
true if the system covers all the accessible area in the phase space during its evolution
, as it happens for example the set of all the microstates with a given total energy.
Chaos plays a fundamental role for ensuring ergodicity, as we will see in the next
section.
From what we have just said two difficulties emerge in the definition of quantum
thermalization: the first is that ergodicity cannot be defined, since the notion of
trajectory and phase space make no sense in quantum mechanics. The second is related
to irreversibility: since the system is isolated and its dynamics is unitary, it has been
not clear from the early foundation of the quantum theory how equilibrium could be
reached. In particular, one of the issues was how the system could loose the memory
of the initial state and evolve in a state locally described by a classical superposition of
states [32]. This apparent contradiction was solved by Von Neumann [68]: it opened
the way to theoretical and recent experimental progresses [30, 20] which brought to
the formulation of the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) [69, 70], the
established conceptual setup for studying thermalization in quantum systems. We
introduce it in the following (for a review see [71, 32]).
Let us consider a generic nonintegrable interacting quantum many body system
with high density of states; let Ĥ , E and |Ey be the Hamiltonian, the energies and
the eigenvectors respectively. Given an initial state |ψ0 y and a local observable Ô 2
the time evolution of its expectation value is:
1 qt
ÿ
˚ ´i pE´E
~
xOyptq “
ψE ψE
xE|Ô|E 1 y.
(1.1.1)
1e
E,E 1

The coefficients ψE “ xE|ψ0 y are the components of the initial state in the basis
of the energy eigenstates. We henceforth set ~ “ 1 and assume that there are no
degeneracies in the energy spectrum. We can distinguish two parts in the above
equation, a diagonal, time independent one Ôdiag and an off diagonal one Ôof f ptq:
ÿ
ÿ
˚ ´ipE´E 1 qt
Odiag “
|ψE |2 OE E ,
Oof f ptq “
ψE ψE
OE 1 E .
(1.1.2)
1e
E‰E 1

E

By considering the time average of xOyptq at infinite times, defined as
ż
1 T
Ě
dt xOyptq,
xOy “ lim
T Ñ8 T 0

(1.1.3)

we observe that the term Oof f ptq vanishes in the average if the positive series of the
coefficients t|ψE |uE is convergent [72]. So we obtain
Ě ” Odiag ,
xOy
1

(1.1.4)

We restrict for simplicity to the case of the canonical ensemble, excluding the existence of other
macroscopic constraints which would require the generalized Gibbs ensemble to be considered.
2
Although there is no a precise definition of the observables to which ETH applies, they are
commonly taken to have a local support [71]
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which we call expectation value in the diagonal ensemble [30]. The expectation value
Odiag depends, in principle, on the choice of the initial state, while in an ergodic system
the asymptotic expectation value is independent on the initial state. In particular, if
the E is the energy of the initial state, it is given by the microcanonical average
xÔymicro pEq “

1
NE

ÿ

xE 1 |O|E 1 y ,

(1.1.5)

E 1 PrE,E`∆Es

where NE is the number of eigenstates contained in the energy shell rE, E `∆Es. The
Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis solves this apparent contradiction by stating
that [73, 70]
xÔymicro pEq “ xE 1 |Ô|E 1 y ` δ Ô
@ E 1 P rE, E ` ∆Es
?
with δ Ô „ 1{ dimH. By recalling Eqs. (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) we have that
ÿ
|ψE 1 |2 “ xÔymicro pEq ,
Odiag » OE E

(1.1.6)

(1.1.7)

E1

which proves the equivalence between the diagonal and the microcanonical ensemble.
The ETH states that each eigenstate of the system contains a superposition of
states for a certain local observable. The dynamical notion of classical ergodicity is
replaced by an assumption on a static property of the quantum system, namely the
structure of its eigenstates. Moreover, the superposition does not change significantly
by considering another eigenstate close in energy to the previous one, justifying the
equivalence between the microcanonical ensemble and the diagonal one.
The formal statement of ETH has been extended to the off diagonal elements of
the operator matrix: given two eigenstates with energies E and E 1 sufficiently close 3
between each other we have that
s
s ωqRE E 1 ,
OE E 1 “ e´SpEq{2 f pE,

(1.1.8)

s ωq is a smooth function of E
s “ pE ` E 1 q{2 which vanishes as ω “ E ´ E 1
where f pE,
becomes large and RE E 1 is a random variable with unit variance and zero average.
More details about RE E 1 will be given by Random Matrix Theory, as we will se in
the next paragraph.

1.2

From classical to quantum chaos

Many phenomena in classical physics are dubbed as chaotic: a few examples range
from single particle systems, as the Sinai’s billiard [74] and the double pendulum [75],
or interacting systems as gravitational systems [76] and fluids [77]. These systems are
examples of non-integrable systems in which chaos arises from interactions between
more than two components or from non-linear equation of motions. In a chaotic system dramatic different effects are observed by starting from initial states which are
apparently equal between each other: the apparent equality depends on the maximum precision with which a measurement can be carried out. In regular systems
3

With non extensive difference.
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Figure 1.1: Example of a chaotic trajectories in the Sinai’s billiard and regular dynamics in the rectangular billiard. The difference is entirely induced by the curve
lateral walls of the billiard. Figures are taken from [78].
uncertainties smaller than this precision do not usually affect the final observations,
while in chaotic systems they do influence profoundly the dynamics. In this sense the
chaotic evolution of a system is often considered unpredictable due, in fact, to our ignorance of the initial state. In Figure 1.1 we show trajectories of a Sinai’s billiard (left
panel): in this case close initial points generate completely different trajectories. In
contrast, the rectangular billiard (right panel) is regular in the sense that trajectories
with close initial conditions describe similar orbits. The idea of distinguishing chaotic
and regular dynamics by measuring the divergence of trajectories lead to definition
of the Lyapunov exponents [79]: given a system evolving in the phase space with two
trajectories ψt and ψt1 whose distance in the phase space is called δt “ |ψt ´ ψt1 | the
Lyapunov exponent 4 is defined as follows [80]:
λ “ lim lim

tÑ8 δ0 Ñ0

1
|δt |
log
.
t
|δ0 |

(1.2.1)

The system is chaotic if λ is positive, indicating that δt increases exponentially in
time.
An important feature of chaotic systems is that they are ergodic and allow thermalization, as we told before. For this reason, in order to understand how a quantum system can thermalize one needs to define quantum chaos and ergodicity. As we already
mentioned, the problem of the absence of trajectories in quantum mechanics must be
taken into account. One approach for investigating quantum chaotic behaviors consists in computed objects called Out of Time Ordered Correlators (OTOC)[81]. These
quantities are introduced for measuring the return probabilities for a given initial state:
instead of varying the initial state as in classical systems one of the Hamiltonian parameters [82] is slightly varied between the forward and backward time evolution: in
this way a quantity equivalent to the Lyapunov exponents for a quantum system can
be defined.
A different approach makes use Random Matrix Theory (RMT) [83, 84] in the
definition of quantum chaos: indeed this formalism provides a mathematical setup
for recognizing systems which thermalize and those that do not by focusing on the
4

the number of Lyapunov exponents varies with the number of degrees of freedom but the definition
can be easily extended. In particular the regular or chaotic behavior is determined by the largest of
the Lyapunov exponents which is called maximal Lyapunov exponent.
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spectral properties of the model Hamiltonian. It has initially observed that the Hamiltonian of a quantum system with a chaotic classical counterpart has the same spectral
properties of a random matrix chosen from one of the Gaussian Ensembles [85]5 ; in
particular, the distribution of the spacings between successive eigenvalues obeys the
Wigner Dyson distribution [86, 83]. The previous observation applies to generic many
body nonintegrable quantum systems [87, 88, 89] as well. The level spacing distribution has been found to obey the Poisson statistics if the system is integrable [85]. The
same is true for many body localized systems [90] due to the presence, also in this
case, of an extensive number of local integrals of motion: in the first case it descends
from the structure of the Hamiltonian while in the second it is due to a sufficiently
strong disorder [39, 40]. A complete explanation for the connection between quantum
chaos and RMT is still missing, apart from results valid for a single particle [91] or
in the semiclassical limit [92] and a recent attempt to explain the agreement between
the spectral properties of nonintegrable systems [93]; nevertheless this result is a very
powerful tool to distinguish localization/delocalization transition in quantum many
body non integrable systems, see for example [94].
Within this framework, the eigenstates of a chaotic Hamiltonian are random vectors whose amplitudes obey a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance
σ 2 „ 1{dimH [95]. This implies that the variable RE E 1 in Eq. (1.1.8) is Gaussian
too. We conclude that the scaling of the off diagonal elements contain information
regarding the thermalization of the system, while the shape of their distribution is
a signature of its ergodicity. In the next section we introduce the Floquet formalism which will allow us to define thermalization and ergodicity in periodically driven
systems.

1.3
1.3.1

Floquet theory
The Floquet operator

The Hamiltonian operator is fundamental in the study of time independent systems
since it allows the computation of the exact dynamics of the system [96]. Moreover, its
eigenvalues and eigenstates encode useful information for classifying the dynamics of
the system as it happens, for example, for many body localized systems: the ergodic
and localized phases of the system can be inferred through in the spectral properties
of the energy spectrum and in the structure of eigenstates [65]. The study of time
dependent systems is complicated by the fact that the Hamiltonian does not commute
at different times and, in principle, a spectral representation of the evolution propagator cannot be derived. In the case of periodically driven system the application
one uses Floquet theory: it was introduced for the first time in 1883 [97] with the
purpose of solving linear differential equations with time dependent, periodic coefficients and then it found a natural application in the context of periodically driven
quantum systems [98]. The great advantage of this theory is that it allows to study
periodically driven systems with techniques similar to those used in time independent
ones by replacing the Hamiltonian operator with a new one, called Floquet operator
[99], which we define hereafter. Unless differently specified we set ~ “ 1. Let Ĥptq be
5

The Ensemble is the Orthogonal, Unitary or Symplectic one depending on the symmetry under
time reversal transformation.
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a time dependent, periodic Hamiltonian with period T :
Ĥpt ` T q “ Ĥptq

@t.

(1.3.1)

Let us indicate a generic set of independent solutions of the corresponding Schrödinger
equation with t|φα ptqyu, where the index α runs over the Hilbert space dimension.
Analogously let t|φα1 pt ` T qyu be the another independent set of vectors obtained
from Ĥpt ` T q [100]. Due to the periodicity of the Hamiltonian there is a unitary
transformation which maps the first set into the second. We define ÛF ptq the unitary
operator which maps the first set of vectors into the second and we indicate
with
ř
´iµ
T
α
te
u its eigenvalues. Now we consider the class of states |ψptqy “ α cα |φα ptqy,
with normalized coefficients tcα u, such that |ψpt ` T qy “ σ|ψptqy: this condition is
satisfied if |ψptqy is one of the eigenstates of ÛF ptq and σ is one of its eigenvalues. In
general we have
|ψα pt ` T qy “ ÛF |ψα ptqy “ e´iµα T |ψα ptqy.
(1.3.2)
The Floquet theorem states that the states t|ψα pt`T qyu are solutions of the Schrödinger
equation and can be written in the form:
|ψα ptqy “ e´iµα t |ψ̃α ptqy , |ψ̃α ptqy “ |ψ̃α pt ` T qy.

(1.3.3)

On the other hand, the operator ÛF ptq is simply the propagator Û pt, t ` T q over one
period, defined as
şt`T
1
1
Û pt, t ` T q “ T e´i t Ĥpt qdt ,
(1.3.4)
with T indicating that the ordered product is taken in the exponential. It is easy to
see that, due to the periodicity of Ĥptq, UF ptq does not change if it is computed at
different times t1 “ nt with n integer.
The unitary propagator over one period ÛF is called the Floquet operator and
its eigenstates |ψα y are the Floquet eigenstates [98, 101]. The quantities µα deduced
from the eigenvalues of ÛF are the Floquet quasienergies: note that they are defined
up to integer multiples of the quantity 2π{T . Since ÛF is a unitary operator it can
be seen as the exponentiation of an Hermitian operator: such operator is the Floquet
Hamiltonian, defined such that
i

ÛF “ e´ ~ ĤF T .

(1.3.5)

A remark is needed. The definition of ÛF contains an ambiguity in the choice of
the initial time for the computation of the propagator. This arbitrariness has been
associated to the freedom one has in the definition of a gauge field [2]: choosing the
initial time of the propagator ÛF fixes the so called Floquet gauge. We can change
it by taking the unitary propagator Ŵ over an interval of time smaller than T and
ˆ
:
r
defining the shifted Floquet operator U
f “ Ŵ ÛF Ŵ . Accordingly we have |ψ̃α y “
Ŵ : |φ̃α y. The eigenstates change during this transformation, but the quasienergies are
left invariant:
ˆ
:
:
r
U
f |ψ̃α y “ Ŵ ÛF Ŵ Ŵ |φ̃α y
“ Ŵ : ÛF |φα y
“ Ŵ : e´iµα |φα y “ e´iµα |ψ̃α y
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(1.3.6)

As we will see, this ambiguity can be exploited for making some symmetry of the
system more explicit.
By diagonalizing the Floquet operator we can compute the stroboscopic dynamics
of a periodically driven system at times which are integer multiple of the period T .
Indeed, given an initial state |ψp0qy we have
|ψpnT qy ” |ψpnqy “ Û pnT, 0q|ψ0 y
ÿ
“ rÛF sn |ψp0qy “
e´iµα nT cα |ψα y,

(1.3.7)

α

with cα “ xψα |ψp0qy and n integer. In the same way given an observable Ô its
evolution is given by
ÿ
xÔpnqy “
cα cβ ˚ e´ipµα ´µβ qnT Oα β ,
(1.3.8)
αβ

with Ôα β “ xα|Ô|βy. In the next paragraph we show how dynamical localization /
delocalization can be inferred from the Floquet eigenstates.

1.3.2

Inverse participation ratio

The IPR is a quantity which is used to understand if a state of a quantum system is
localized or not with respect to a certain local basis of the Hilbert state [102]. In this
paragraph we define it by starting from the limiting case of a perfectly delocalized
state; the definition applies both with or without a driving.
Let us consider the motion of a particle on a d-dimensional support with linear size
L and let ψprq be its normalized wave function. The state is said to be delocalized
if the probability amplitude is uniformly distributed along all the support: due to
normalization it follows that
|ψprq|2 „ 1{Ld .
(1.3.9)
We now introduce the qth -order moments of the distribution |ψprq|2 [103]defined as:
ż
Iψ pqq “
dr |ψprq|2q .
(1.3.10)
Ld

The underscore should remind to the reader that the quantity depends on the state
we are considering. The first moment Iψ p1q is identically equal to the unity due
to normalization. The second moment Iψ p2q defines instead the IPRψ of the state
described by the wave function ψprq:
ż
IPRψ :“ Iψ p2q “
dr |ψprq|4 .
(1.3.11)
Ld

It follows from Eqs. (1.3.9) and (1.3.11) that for a delocalized state IPRψ „ 1{Ld ; the
following general relation holds:
Iψ pqq „ 1{Ldpq´1q ” 1{dimpHqpq´1q ,

(1.3.12)

where H is the system’s Hilbert space. This means that for a delocalized state all
the moments Ipqq scale as a power law with the Hilbert space dimension with the
exponent given by Eq. (1.3.12).
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Now we consider a localized state, namely a state whose wave function ψ` prq has
a finite support Ω contained in Ld . The IPR now scales with the size of the system or
IPRψ` „ Iψ pqq „ const @q P N ,

(1.3.13)

provided that the linear size is larger than Ω. The limiting case of a localized state is
the one whose wave function is a Dirac Delta, meaning that the state lies on a single
state in the chosen local basis of H. In this case Iψ` pqq “ 1.0 independently on q.
In real computations, states whose wave functions are exponentially decaying in some
local basis are said to be localized, as it happens for the Hamiltonian eigenstates of
systems exhibiting Anderson localization. In these cases one expects the IPR to be
independent on the size of the system if L is larger than the characteristic localization
length.
So far we have derived the behavior of the IPR in two limiting cases, namely a
perfectly delocalized or a localized state: in fact there are cases in which the IPR
satisfies anomalous intermediate scaling laws. In this case the state is said to exhibit
multifractal properties [103] and it is necessary to study higher moments for a proper
characterization of its states. Such behavior has been found for example at the the
critical point of the Anderson transition [104, 105] or in the Quantum Hall effect[106,
107]. In these cases indeed the momenta Ipqq satisfy a modified version of Eq. (1.3.12)
which reads
Iψ pqq „ 1{dimpHqDq pq´1q ,
(1.3.14)
where Dq , satisfying 0 ă Dq ă 1, is the fractal dimension associated to the q´th
momentum.
In the following we want to understand if the dynamics of a periodically driven
system is localized or not. In order to do this we will focus on the localization properties of the Floquet eigenstates. For this purpose we define IPR as the average of the
inverse participation ratios IPRα relative to the Floquet eigenstates |ψα y:
IPR :“

1 ÿ
1 ÿ
IPR α “
|xm|ψα y|4 .
N α
N α,m

(1.3.15)

At this point two remarks are needed. The first is that, if the system were time
independent, we would have sampled the Hamiltonian eigenstates from a small energy
interval with an approximately uniform density of states. In a periodically driven
system the situation is different since the quasienergies stay in the interval r´π, πs
and the density of states is uniform: it follows that we can consider all the eigenstates
for the computation of the average. Most importantly there are strong fluctuations
which involve different orders of magnitude between the IPRs of different eigenstates
the dynamics may be dominated by some rare events and do not attain with the
scaling of the averaged IPR. We check the role played by the fluctuations of the IPR
by computing the probability distribution P pIPRα q and checking the shape of the
tails. Power law, slow decaying tails reveal the presence of non negligible rare values
of the IPRα s and indicate that the averaged IPR is not able to describe the dynamics
of the system.
Another possibility is to take the log average of the IPRα s defined as follows:
IPR log “ expxln IPR α y ,
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(1.3.16)

where x¨y stands for the average taken over the Floquet eigenstates ensemble. The
equation above is an operative definition the geometric mean of the IPRα : in the
following it will be referred as log -average, or logarithmic average or geometric one
as well. The log-average of a set of data is always smaller than the linear one and
the distance between the two increases with the amount of fluctuations. It follows
that if the values of the IPR and IPR log are close, then the averaged IPR is a good
indicator for investigating the dynamics of the system. In practical computation we
are interested in the scaling of the IPR with the local truncation M : we ask how
robust the scaling fit is against fluctuations and how representative is it for describing
the dynamics of the system. To get an answer we fit both the linear averaged IPR
and the log one and then check if the two fits are compatible within the errorbars.
If the answer is positive then the fitting parameters are reliable and they contain
meaningful information for the description of the system. Otherwise there are rare
events in the distribution of the IPRα s which affect the behavior of the system and
the linear algebra is not enough for capturing its dynamics and a more deep analysis
is needed.

1.3.3

Thermalization and quantum chaos in periodically driven systems

The formalism illustrated above has been extended to the case of periodically driven
systems. A generic non-integrable quantum system is expected to heat unbounded in
time under a periodic driving. This is formalized by saying that the Floquet eigenstates
are associated to infinite-temperature states and, from a microncanonical point of
view, they belong to the same energy shell. It has been found [44] that systems which
heat up to the infinite temperature state have a Floquet operator whose distribution
of spacings between the quasi energies obey the Wigner Dyson distribution, while it
is Poisson if the system is in a dynamically localized phase. Given a nonintegrable
interacting periodically driven systems with Hamiltonian Ĥptq and Floquet eigenstates
|ψα y the infinite temperature state is defined by the following density matrix
ρpT Ñ 8q “

1 ÿ
|ψα yxψα | .
N α

(1.3.17)

This is called the uniform ensemble and comprehends all the eigenstates due to the
reason we explained above. It follows that the microcanonical average of a given
observable Ô reduces to
ÿ
Ě“ 1
xOy
Oα α
(1.3.18)
N α
Ě coinwith Oα α “ xψα |O|ψα y. A periodically driven system satisfies the ETH if xOy
cides with the expectation value obtained from the diagonal ensemble
ÿ
Odiag “
|ψα |2 Oα α .
(1.3.19)
α

We suppose in the previous equation to start from an initial state ψ0 and we call ψα “
xψα |ψ0 y. The expression is analogous to the one in Eq. (1.1.2) but the Hamiltonian
eigenstates have been replaced by the Floquet ones.
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s ωq defined in Eq. (1.1.8) is replaced by
Finally, let us remark that the function f pE,
a constant factor in the definition of ETH for a periodically driven system 6 : it follows
that all the elements should be considered in the computation of the distribution.
Nevertheless we will study the distributions of the off diagonal elements of some
relevant observable in order to investigate the dynamics at long but not asymptotic
times. For this reason, we will be interested only in those elements Oα β such that the
difference |µα ´ µβ | is sufficiently small. Now we define the level spacing distribution
and the average spacing ratio which uses spectral properties of the Floquet operator
for distinguishing dynamical localization from ergodicity
Level spacing distribution. We consider the quasienergies µα listed in increasing
order and define the spacings as
λα “ µα`1 ´ µα ,

(1.3.20)

with 1 ď α ď D ´ 1, where D is the dimension of the relevant subspace of the Hilbert
space. We compute the probability distribution P psq of the variable
s “ ρpµα qλα ,

(1.3.21)

where λα is the spacing above defined and ρα is the density of states of the quasi
energies. From a computational point of view the interval r´π, πs is divided in Nbin
bins with length dµ, then the density of states is computed as
ρi “

#i pµα q
, 1 ď i ď Nbin ,
D dµ

(1.3.22)

where #i pµα q is the number of quasi energies in the i´th interval of length dµ. Then
ρpµα q is the density of states in the interval containing µα .
Averaged level spacing ratio.
xry “

The averaged level spacing ratio is

D´2
ÿ mintλα , λα`1 u
1
.
D ´ 2 α“1 maxtλα , λα`1 u

(1.3.23)

The computation of xry is a practical way to recognize the distribution of the level
spacings: if the distribution is Poisson then xry „ 0.386, if the distribution is Wigner
Dyson instead xry „ 0.530. In the next section we introduce the model on which our
analysis is focused.

6

The reason is due to the so-called eigenstate mixing [43].
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Chapter 2

Coupled quantum kicked rotors
model
In this chapter we introduce the core model for this thesis. In the first section we
review the known results concerning the classical and quantum kicked rotor. In the
second section we define the coupled quantum kicked rotor model; finally we define
the observables that we study in the computation of the exact time evolution of the
system.

2.1

The kicked rotor model

The Hamiltonian for the classical KR is
Hptq “

`8
ÿ
1 2
δpt ´ T nq
p ` K cos θ
2I
n“´8

(2.1.1)

in which I is the inertia momentum of the rotor and T the period of the kick. We
rewrite the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.1.1) in units of I{T 2 , defining the following adimensional quantities: t1 “ t{T , K 1 “ T K{I, p1 “ p T {I [84]. After this rescaling, the
kicking period is 1 and we recall al the quantities without the 1 . We will henceforth
be interested in the stroboscopic evolution of the system at each period of time: we
consider the state of the system only at discrete times tn ” n. Without the kick
the system is trivially integrable and its trajectories correspond to straight lines or
isolated points in the phase space. By adding a small kick K ! 1 the system is quasi
integrable: according to the KAM theorem [108, 109] the orbits are deformed and
become quasi periodic but they are confined in regular regions of the phase space
delimited by the so called KAM tori. As a consequence the energy of the system still
remains bounded in time, resulting in the so called classical dynamical localization.
In this regime the phase space still appears covered by regular trajectories (top left,
panel in Figure 2.1). As K is increased, reaching the critical value K » Kc “ 0.971635
(upper panels from left to right) chaotic regions emerge in the phase space, but they
are separated from the regular ones by some of the KAM tori which are still present:
in this regime there is a coexistence of regular trajectories, characterized by dynamical localization, and chaotic ones. This phenomenon disappears as the kick amplitude
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Figure 2.1: Poincaré section for the classical kicked rotor. Upper panels (from left to
right): K “ 0.5, 0.971635, 1.3. Lower panels: K “ 2.1, 5.0, 10.0. Figure taken from
[110].
becomes much larger than Kc : the regular parts of the phase space disappear and the
dynamics is chaotic almost everywhere in the phase space.
Due to the absence of energy conservation they are not confined in a given energy
shell but cover all the phase space. Moreover the evolution of the trajectory in the
phase space can be assumed to be characterized by uncorrelated shifts occurring at
each kick. Therefore we can describe the evolution of the kicked rotor as a diffusive process in the phase space. Assuming that the initial state is the zero angular
momentum one, we focus on its stroboscopic evolution at integer times t ” n. We
measure the spreading of the trajectory in the momentum space by evaluating the
variance σp2 pnq immediately before the n-th kick: it grows linearly since the process
is diffusive. Now we observe that σp2 pnq ” p2 pnq “ 2Epnq1 (the average p¨q is taken
over an ensemble of randomly chosen initial conditions): the diffusive spread of the
trajectory in the phase space coincide with a linear growth of the kinetic energy of
the kicked rotor. The growth rate is DKR » K 2 {4 and it can be derived by assuming
that, due to ergodicity, the time autocorrelators of the trajectories vanishes. This is
a simple case in which we can prove that a periodically driven classical system heats
up linearly in time. In the following we describe the behavior of the quantum kicked
rotor.
The quantum counterpart of this model (quantum kicked rotor – QKR) is obtained
by imposing the commutation rules
rθ̂, p̂s “ ik̄,

k̄ “ ~ T {I.

(2.1.2)

Quantum mechanics dramatically changes the behavior of this model. The dynamics
is no longer ergodic, indeed the kinetic energy, after a linear growth up to a time
n˚ [95, 61], reaches an asymptotic condition and fluctuates around a finite value 2 .
1

The dynamics preserves the symmetry p Ñ ´p, therefore if we choose all the initial conditions of
the ensemble such that pp0q “ 0 we have ppnq “ 0 @ n and then σp2 pnq ” p2 pnq.
2
This phenomenon is observed for every value of K but k̄ incommensurate with π since differently
quantum resonances occur and kinetic energy Epnq grows quadratically in time.
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Figure 2.2: Energy saturation at a fixed value of K and different values of k̄
Remarkably, this quantum dynamical localization is independent on K, although the
saturation values of the kinetic energy depends on it. Dynamical localization in the
kicked rotor can be explained via a mapping, introduced for the first time in [60, 61].
We consider the Floquet operator for this model:
p̂2

ÛKR “ e´i 2 e´iK cos θ̂

(2.1.3)

and we indicate with φα its eigenstates and with tνα u its quasienergies. The mapping shows that the Floquet eigenstates equation, written in the angular momentum
representation of the Hilbert space, is equivalent to the Schrödinger equation for a
time independent model: in particular, a single particle hopping on a disordered
one dimensional lattice. The particle undergoes Anderson localization [37] and the
eigenstates are exponentially localized in the real space of the particle: the eigenfunction of a given eigenstate with energy  is in the form ψ pxq „ e´x{ξ , where ξ is the
localization length. The mapping transforms the real space of the particle into the angular momentum space of the kicked rotor. As a consequence the Floquet eigenstates
are localized in the angular momentum space in the same way as the Hamiltonian
eigenfunctions of the lattice model are localized in space. It follows that an initial
state of the kicked rotor will involve during its dynamics a finite number of Floquet
eigenstates: their support in the angular momentum space is bounded since they are
localized and as a consequence the kinetic energy cannot grow beyond a certain limit.
The time n˚ can be estimated with an heuristic argument [111]. Suppose that Nψ
is the number of Floquet eigenstates involved in the evolution of the initial state ψ:
the averaged spacing among the quasienergies is therefore δ „ 1{Nψ and therefore for
n ă n˚ “ 1{δ „ Nψ the system will evolve as its classical counterpart. The number of
states Nψ can be estimated by assuming that it is proportional to the spread of the
initial state in the
we have Nψ „ ∆ppn˚ q. But due to dif? momentum space ∆ppnq:
˚
2
fusion ∆ppn q „ Dn˚ , with D “ pK{k̄q {2. We finally obtain n˚ „ 1{k̄ 2 . In Figure
2.2 different kinetic energy trajectories are plotted as a function of the stroboscopic
time n. Note that the time n˚ increases as k̄ diminishes.
Dynamical localization has been experimentally observed for the first time with
a cloud of ultracold atoms moving in a pulsed, one dimensional periodic optical lattice [112] but it has been object of several successive experiments [113]: the kicked
rotor model has been used in studies about the quantum-to-classical transition, thanks
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to the sharp difference which distinguish its behavior in the two different limits. In
particular, some work focused on the enhancement of diffusion [114], on testing the
robustness of its resonances via some noise [115]; in other the decoherence process
[116] via photons scattering is investigated [117]. This interest reveals how rich is the
spectrum of phenomena which can be observed in this model. In the next section
we introduce the interacting version of the QKR model, which is the object of our
investigation.

2.2

Coupled quantum kicked rotors model

The dynamics of L rotors is described by the following Hamiltonian:
Ĥptq “ Ĥ0 `

`8
ÿ

δpt ´ nqV̂ pθq ,

(2.2.1)

n“´8

with a time independent kinetic term and an angle-dependent kick
Ĥ0 “

L
ÿ
p̂2j
,
2
j“1

V̂ pθq “

L ”
ı
ÿ
K cos θ̂j ` J cospθ̂j ´ θ̂j`1 q .

(2.2.2)

j“1

We impose periodic boundary conditions, θ̂L`1 ” θ̂1 and we impose the canonical commutation relations to the angle and angular momentum operators, namely
rθ̂j , p̂k s “ ik̄ δj k and rp̂j , p̂k s “ rθ̂j , θ̂k s “ 0. The effective Planck’s constant is the
same defined in Eq. (2.1.2)
The model describes the dynamics of a collection of single quantum rotors subject
to a kicked interaction of strength J which couples nearest neighbor rotors and a term
of strength K which kicks them separately one by one; since the interaction is contained into the kicked part of the Hamiltonian, then two terms of the Hamiltonian,
Ĥ0 and V̂ pθq, are diagonal in the angular momentum and angle representation, respectively. Let us briefly recall that the classical counterpart of the model (2.2.1) with
L ą 1 has been studied in the past [118, 119] as an example of a many particle system
whose dynamics is chaotic, and recently reconsidered in the works focusing of classical
prethermalization phenomena [120, 121]. It has been shown that if the amplitude of
the perturbation which breaks the integrability, namely the periodic driving, is small,
then the system persists on quasi periodic trajectories for exponentially long times
[122]; nevertheless the dynamics finally becomes chaotic and the system starts evolving diffusively in the phase space. From the point of view of the energy absorption
the chaotic dynamics causes a linear growth of the kinetic energy (see Appendix A).
We will show in the next chapter that the dynamics of the quantum system presents
a dramatically different behavior: indeed it is characterized by a localized phase in
which the energy does not grow in time and by a delocalized one in which the heating
mechanism has the shape of a power law in a region of the parameters space.
Previous works about coupled kicked rotors concerned the two rotors problem,
both from a theoretical and an experimental point of view [62, 123, 124, 125, 126].
Other works focused instead on the three body problem [127, 128, 129] but by means
of a single rotor model with a quasi periodic kick obtained with a number of incommensurate frequencies: it has been found that such a model reproduces the dynamics
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of a system with a number of rotors equal to the number of frequencies; moreover,
this model has been mapped onto a time independent disordered hopping problem
in which the Anderson localization transition was expected. Due to the experimental feasibility of the quasiperiodic kicked model it has been possible [130] to realized
the Anderson localization transition in three dimension by using ultracold atoms in a
pulsed optical lattice.
In a series of recent works [131, 124] a chain of kicked rotors with linear kinetic term
in the Hamiltonian has been considered for the study of many body dynamical localization. In this case the transition is induced by commensurability/incommensurability
of the rotor velocities: when incommensurate between each other an extensive set of
integral of motion can be found and the system is dynamically localized exactly like an
integrable one. We are instead interested in a model of coupled rotors and quadratic
kinetic term: despite not being exactly solvable, unlike the linear case, this model
will allow us to investigate how the addition of the interaction alters the localized
dynamics of the nonlinear single quantum kicked rotor.
The Hilbert space in which the system evolves is
H“

L
â

Hj ,

(2.2.3)

j“1

where Hj is the Hilbert space of a single rotor. In the following we will indicate the
basis vectors relative to the angle representation with |θy “ |θ1 , ... θL y. As for the
single kicked rotor, given a state |ψy its wave function in the angle representation
ψpθq “ xθ|ψy must be 2π-periodic for each angle variable θj : it follows that each
angular momentum operator can be written as p̂j “ k̄ m̂j , where m̂j is a number
operator whose spectrum is Z. We indicate the basis vectors relative to the number
operators representation with |my “ |m1 , ... mL y and hereafter we will refer to it as
the angular momentum, or simply momentum, representation.
A first remark must be devoted to the dimension of the Hilbert space of the
many rotor system, which is N8 “ ZL . In order to perform numerical simulations
it is necessary to artificially truncate the local Hilbert space, considering only local
angular momentum eigenstates with mj “ ´mmax , ...., mmax at each site j. We define
M “ 2 mmax `1 and so we restrict the system to live in a subspace of the whole Hilbert
space whose dimension is N “ M L .
The second remark concerns the symmetries of the Hamiltonian: the first is the
global momentum parity, which is associated to the following couple of transformations:
p̂j Ñ ´p̂j ,

θ̂j Ñ ´θ̂j

@j.

(2.2.4)

Two other symmetry transformations 3 are related to the spatial uniformity of the
Hamiltonian combined to the choice of periodic boundary conditions: they are the
spatial translations and inversion defined respectively by the transformations
θ̂j Ñ θ̂j``

` ă L @j ,

θ̂j Ñ θ̂L´j

@j.

3

(2.2.6)

One more symmetry is present in the case with K “ 0 where
ř the rotors evolve only via the
interaction term which conserves the total angular momentum P̂ “ j p̂j . Indeed, given a momentum
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The symmetries defined in Eqs. (2.2.7), (2.2.6) allow us to write the Hamiltonian matrix in a block-diagonal form and divide the Hilbert space in sectors which do not mix
during the dynamics, if the initial state is chosen from one of those subspaces. The last
symmetry built into this system is the time reversal, whose associated transformation
is
t Ñ ´t
p̂j Ñ ´p̂j ,

(2.2.7)
@j.

The importance of this symmetry will be clear after the definition of the Floquet
operator ÛF which is, according to Eq. (1.3.4):
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
i
i
ÛF “ exp ´ Ĥ0 exp ´ V pθ̂q .
(2.2.8)
k̄
k̄
We indicate with |φα y the Floquet eigenstates which satisfy the eigenvalue equation
ÛF |φα y “ e´iµα |φα y ,

(2.2.9)

where µα are the Floquet quasienergies. By using the ambiguity discussed in section
1.3.1 we rewrite the Floquet operator in a form which results convenient for diagonalizing it thanks to the presence of the time reversal symmetry. Let us start by unitarily
transforming the Floquet operator as follows:
ˆ
r
ÛF Ñ eiĤ0 {p2k̄q ÛF e´iĤ0 {p2k̄q “ e´iĤ0 {p2k̄q e´i V pθ̂q{k̄ e´iĤ0 {p2k̄q ” U
f.

(2.2.10)

The Floquet eigenstates accordingly transform in |φα y Ñ |φ̃α y “ exppiĤ0 {p2{k̄qq |φα y
while the eigenvalues of ÛF are left invariant, as we shown in Eq. 1.3.6. Therefore the
localization structure of the Floquet states in the momentum basis does not change,
since the operator Ĥ0 is diagonal in this basis. We neglect the ˜¨ to indicate the Floquet
eigenstates and the Floquet operator hereafter.
In this new definition the Floquet operator is described by a symmetric complex
matrix and therefore the following hermitian operators are described by real symmetric
matrices: they are
sin ÛF “

ÛF ´ ÛF:
,
2i

cos ÛF “

ÛF ` ÛF:
.
2

(2.2.11)

These two operators have the same eigenvectors and the eigenvalues are sin µα and
cos µα , respectively: in this way we can compute the Floquet eigenstates as real vectors
and the quasienergies by diagonalizing two real matrices instead of two complex ones.
eigenstate |my, the coupling term which involves the sites j and j ` 1 acts in the following way:
eipθ̂j ´θ̂j`1 q ` h. c.
|my
2
|..., mj ` 1, mj`1 ´ 1, ...y ` |..., mj ´ 1, mj`1 ` 1, ...y
“
.
2
cospθ̂j ´ θ̂j`1 q|my “

(2.2.5)

In this case the symmetry operation is given by the projector, diagonal in the angular momentum
representation, on a subspace with a fixed total angular momentum. This symmetry will not be
considered in this work although it may be an interesting prosecution.
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The investigation tools we have introduced in the previous section require the exact
diagonalization of the Floquet operator with the computation of the full quasienergies
spectrum. In this process the symmetries and the Floquet gauge we have introduced
above play an important role since they can be used to reduce the dimension of the
Hilbert space to an effective smaller one and allow us to consider larger values of
the local truncation M in our numerical computations. In Appendix B we show
that we can reduce the dimension of the effective Hilbert space by a factor of 4L by
implementing the parity and spatial symmetries defined in Eqs. (2.2.7) and (2.2.6).
In the next paragraph we will discuss the information we can get from the study
of the exact evolution of the system.

2.3

Exact dynamics and energy absorption

The study of the evolution of the system, and in particular of its heating in time, is
useful for understanding whether the system is localized or not at infinite times as
well as for investigating its transient dynamics.
In our periodically driven system it is convenient to define the infinite temperature
state ρpT “ 8q introduced in Eq. (1.3.17) as the mixed state in which the eigenstates
of the kinetic term of the Hamiltonian Ĥ0 are all occupied with equal probability.
Since Ĥ0 is diagonal in the momentum eigenstates basis we have that 4
ρpT “ 8q “

1 ÿ
|myxm|.
N m

(2.3.1)

Note that this state satisfies translational invariance and it is spatially uniform. Starting from ρpT “ 8q the infinite temperature kinetic energy EpT “ 8q can be defined:
EpT “ 8q “ xĤ0 yρpT “8q “

k̄ 2 ÿ
|m|2 .
2N m

(2.3.2)

It will be useful in the following to understand the behavior of EpT “ 8q as the
local truncation value M is increased; in order to do this we first note that due to
translational invariance we can define a local, space – averaged infinite temperature
state 5
mÿ
max
1
ρs pT “ 8q “
|myxm| ,
(2.3.3)
M m“´m
max

where the underscore s indicates that the state refers to a single rotor. Now it is
possible introduce the infinite temperature energy per rotor
Es pT “ 8q “ EpT “ 8q{L “

k̄ 2
2M

mÿ
max

m2 ,

(2.3.4)

m“´mmax

and observe that Es pT “ 8q „ M 2 .
4

This definition of the infinite temperature state is equivalent to the one given in Eq. (1.3.17)
since the two states are proportional to the identity matrix.
5
By defining the projector operator on the momentum eigenstate m Ôm
“
ř
1{L L
j“1 pbl‰j 1l |mj yxmj |q it follows ρs pT “ 8qm m “ TrrÔm ρpT “ 8qs.
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In the following we will use Es pT “ 8q to understand if the asymptotic state of a
system is ergodic or not. Indeed, we can compare the averaged infinite temperature
energy with the energy averaged at infinite times
ÿ
Eα |xφα |ψ0 y|2 ,
(2.3.5)
Eav pt Ñ 8q “
α

ř
where |ψ0 y is the initial state we are considering and Eα “ k̄ 2 {2 m m2 |xm|φα y|2 .
Note that Eav pt Ñ 8q is a quantity which in principle depends on the choice of the
initial state. Nevertheless this is not the case if the system thermalizes to ρpT “ 8q
defined in Eq. (2.3.3) due to the periodic driving, loosing any memory of the initial
state.
We expect that if the evolution starts from a state with an initial energy which
is less than EpT “ 8q and the dynamics is not ergodic the energy Eav pt Ñ 8q will
saturate at a finite asymptotic value; moreover, this value will be independent from
the local truncation, provided that M is larger than a certain value. Differently, in
case of ergodic dynamics the system will reach an asymptotic value which will depend
on the local truncation M .
This statement can be quantified by defining the ratio IpM q as follows:
IpM q “

Eav pt Ñ 8q
.
EpT “ 8q

(2.3.6)

The dynamical behavior of the system can be inferred from IpM q as follows: if the
system exhibits dynamical localization IpM q will decrease as M Ñ 8, since the infinite
time energy is independent from M while on the other hand EpT “ 8q is not. In
particular, since we know how EpT “ 8q scales with M we expect
IpM q „ M ´2

(2.3.7)

for a localized state. On the other side if the dynamics is ergodic and the system
heats unbounded we expect Eav pt Ñ 8q to grow up to EpT “ 8q or at least to an
asymptotic value which scales as EpT “ 8q with M :
IpM q „ Op1q .

(2.3.8)

Finally, we point out that considering the exact dynamics of the system provides
information about the heating process of the system: for example consider the time
evolution of the kinetic energy of the system computed as the expectation value of
the operator Ĥ0 on the state |ψptqy or, more precisely, given an initial state |ψ0 y, the
stroboscopic dynamics at integer times n. The time evolved state will be
|ψpnqy “ pÛF qn |ψ0 y

(2.3.9)

and accordingly we will consider the energy per rotor
xψpnq|Ĥ0 |ψpnqy
,
(2.3.10)
k̄ 2 L
which corresponds to take the expectation value of the number operators m̂j instead
of p̂j . It is fundamental to remark that any feature of the heating process can be
assumed to be physical only if it persists by computing the dynamics with different
values of the local truncation M . This will be particularly important in the analysis
of the delocalized region in which we will discuss the power law growing of the energy
Epnq and we will show that it is independent on the truncation.
Epnq “
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Chapter 3

Dynamical localization and
subdiffusion with L “ 3
In this Chapter we present the results concerning a system of L “ 3 coupled kicked
rotors. In the first section we present a mapping, taken from [63], between our system
and a particle moving in a L´dimensional, disordered lattice undergoing the Anderson localization transition. This mapping provides an analytical explanation for the
phases which emerge in the dynamics of our system and is described in the rest of the
Chapter. In the second section we present the two main phases which can be observed
in the dynamics of the system, namely one characterized by dynamical localization
and another in which the system heats up continuously in time. In the fourth section
we describe a modified version of the model in which the translational invariance is
broken by applying a non uniform kick to the rotors. This new model allows us to
check whether spatial localization phenomena can be generated and how they are related to the dynamical one. We conclude with a summary of the results presented in
the Chapter.

3.1

Mapping onto a time independent disordered lattice
model

As we have shown in the previous chapter, the single kicked rotor model can be mapped
in a time independent model describing a particle hopping in a one dimensional disordered lattice [60, 61, 132]: the real space in which the particle moves corresponds
to the Hilbert space of the rotor in the angular momentum representation. Since it is
known that a particle hopping a 1D disordered lattice always undergoes Anderson localization [37, 133], this argument allows to predict the dynamical localization typical
of the single kicked rotor: the localization in angular momentum space implies that
the kinetic energy absorbed by the rotor is bounded and therefore the system cannot
heat up to the infinite temperature state.
In this paragraph we show that this argument can be extended to the case of L
coupled rotors: the number of rotors L fixes the dimensionality of the lattice and
the space in which the particle moves corresponds to the rotors Hilbert space in the
angular momentum representation, as in the single rotor model. In the following we
will first build the mapping between the two models and then we will numerically
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study the properties of the time independent one. It is known that the motion of
a particle in a L-dimensional disordered lattice undergoes the Anderson localization
transition [38] if the disorder is sufficiently high and the hopping is short ranged. In
our lattice model we cannot change the amplitude of the disorder but, as we will
see, we can modify its hopping properties. We will show that our model can admit
a localized phase by looking at the hopping coefficients: we verify that they have
a short range since this is indeed a necessary condition for a localized phase. For
increasing values of the parameters the range of the hopping increases, suggesting
the passage to the delocalized phase. According to this observations we expect that
the periodically driven model with L should admit a dynamically localized phase for
small kick parameters and a delocalized regime as K{k̄ and J{k̄ are increased. We
will analyze both the cases L “ 2 and L “ 3 to show that in both cases the hopping
has a short range and that in the first case the increasing of the range is slower: this
may be related to the fact that in two dimensions the systems is expected to always
be localized, with a localization length exponentially large in the hopping range [62].
In order to build up the mapping of our model onto an Anderson one let us start
from the Floquet operator defined in Eq. (2.2.10). We start from the following pair
of equations:
(3.1.1)
e¯iĤ0 {p2k̄q e¯i V pθ̂q{k̄ e¯iĤ0 {p2k̄q |φα y “ e¯iµα |φα y .
By using the resolution of the identity
1“

ÿˇ D@ ˇ
ˇm1 m1 ˇ

(3.1.2)

m1

we write the sum of Eqs. (3.1.1) in the basis of local momentum eigenstates and we
can finally rewrite the Floquet eigenvalues equation as
ÿ
@ ˇ
(3.1.3)
Wm m1 m1 ˇ φα y ` pmq xm| φα y “ 2 cospµα q xm| φα y ,
m1 ‰m

with
„
Wm m1 “ 2Re e

´ipϕpm1 q`ϕpmqq

ż


dL θ ´iV pθq{k̄ ´ipm1 ´mq¨θ
,
e
e
p2πqL

(3.1.4)

L
k̄ ÿ 2
m .
4 i“1 i

(3.1.5)

and
„
pmq “ 2Re e

ż
´2iϕpmq


dL θ ´iV pθq{k̄
e
;
p2πqL

ϕpmq “

Equation (3.1.3) can be interpreted as the Schrödinger equation of a particle hopping
in an L-dimensional potential εpmq “ Wm m . εpmq is a quasi random disordered
potential which is responsible for inducing localization in a one-dimensional nextnearest-neighbor tight-binding model. A quasi random disorder has been proven to
be sufficient for inducing Anderson localization in a three dimensional lattice [134]
and observed experimentally in the one dimensional case [135]. Moreover, the same
universality class has been observed in the localization–delocalization transition of
an effective three kicked rotors model [136]. The only remark regards the choice of k̄
which must be different from 4π: in this case the potential εpmq is constant and cannot
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Figure 3.1: The modulus of Wm 0 is plotted as a function of |m| for K{k̄ “ 0.1 (blue
squares) and K{k̄ “ 1.5 (red circles) for L “ 3. We set J “ K. The continuous and
dashed lines correspond to two orthogonal directions in m space. We see the slope of
the exponential decaying which decreases as K{k̄ is increased; an analogous behavior
is found with L “ 2.
induce any localization. Our mapping is different from the one introduced in Refs. [60,
61] for the single kicked rotor: in our case the hopping does not show unphysical
divergences which instead occur in Refs. [60, 61] due to the small convergence radius
of the Fourier series of the tangent. Our wave-function xm1 | φα y is normalized by
construction and there is no risk of spurious unphysical divergences in the hopping
because the integrand in Eq. (3.1.4) is always bounded in absolute value. In the
single-rotor (L “ 1) case, the hopping is
ˆ ˙
K
1
1
Wm m1 “ 2Jm1 ´m
Rerim ´m eipϕpmq`ϕpm qq s
(3.1.6)
k̄
where Jm1 ´m is the Bessel function of order m1 ´m. The modulus of this expression
always decays faster than exponentially [137] with m1 ´ m and never shows unphysical
divergences. We have therefore a one-dimensional Anderson model which is always
localized [37].
Now we go through the analysis of the hopping coefficients Wm m1 for L ą 1. We
observe that, although they depend on m and m1 separately, they are symmetric under
the parity transformation pm, m1 q Ñ p´m, ´m1 q and permutations of the Cartesian
components of m ´ m1 (namely, m and m1 undergo the same permutation of the
components). Also, the Wm m1 depend on the direction given by the vector m ´ m1 .
In order to apply existing results on the Anderson model to the case L ą 1 we need
to verify that the hopping is short ranged, as it is for L “ 1. The exact analytical
expression for Wm m1 cannot be established, nevertheless we can infer information
on how this hopping coefficient decays with |m ´ m1 | by observing that Wm m1 is
the linear combination of real and imaginary part of the Fourier transform of f pθq “
e´iVpθq{k̄ . Since the function f pθq is Cp8q and it is 2π-periodic in all the θj , its Fourier
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components fˆpm1 ´ mq decay exponentially fast with |m1 ´ m|. It means that the
hopping Wm m1 is short ranged and therefore the results concerning the Anderson
model can always be applied to the effective hopping model Eq. (3.1.3).
In the following we numerically show the decaying properties of the hopping coefficients for L “ 2 and L “ 3. In Figure 3.1 we set m1 “ 0 and plot the behavior of
the hopping coefficients |Wm 0 | as a function of the distance |m| for K{k̄ “ 0.1 and
K{k̄ “ 1.5; m are taken along two orthogonal directions (dashed and continuous lines
in Figure 3.1). The exponential decay clearly appears and is slower for increasing
values of K{k̄. This behavior is the same along the two directions even if the values
of |Wm 0 | are different due to the space anisotropy.
In order to quantify the strength of the hopping we introduce two quantities: the
first is the hopping integral Σ
ÿ
Σ“
|Wm 0 |.
(3.1.7)
mPZL

For a short ranged lattice we expect this quantity to be finite at fixed K{k̄, and to
diverge if the hopping is long ranged. The second is the hopping range, defined as
ř
L |Wm 0 | |m|
ρ “ mPZ
.
(3.1.8)
Σ
We say that the hopping strength of the lattice model increases when the hopping
integral and the hopping range increase. We first verify that the hopping in the
lattice Eq. (3.1.3) is short ranged and therefore well defined. In addition the hopping
strength, estimated through the hopping integral and range (see Equations (3.1.7)
and (3.1.8)) is found to be monotonously increasing as a function of K{k̄.
Let us discuss the numerical computation leading to these results (in the rest of
the discussion k̄ “ 400 and J “ K for definiteness).
The exponential decay of the hopping strength makes the hopping integral defined
in Eq. (3.1.7) finite: we compute it by taking the asymptotic value Σ ” limM Ñ8 ΣM
of
ÿ
ΣM “
|Wm 0 | , M P N
(3.1.9)
mPCpM q

where CpM q is the N ´dimensional cube with edge length 2M centered in 0. The
hopping integral is plotted in Figure 3.2 as a function of K{k̄ for L “ 2 and L “ 3.
The inset shows some examples of convergence of ΣM for increasing values of M , for
some values of K{k̄ and L “ 3. In the case L “ 2 the behavior is the same, except that
higher values of M have to be considered to achieve the convergence (the limitation
on the value of M is connected to limiting the error in the computation of Wm up to
a certain m to „ 10%). In a similar way we compute the hopping range defined in
Eq. (3.1.8) to find that it is finite: we consider the series
ř
mPCpM q |Wm 0 | |m|
ρM “
, M PN
(3.1.10)
ΣM
and check its convergence as M is increased. In Figure 3.3 ρ is plotted as a function
of K{k̄ for L “ 2 and L “ 3. The inset shows also in this case the convergence of ρ
as a function of M for some values of K{k̄.
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Figure 3.2: The hopping integral Σ vs. K{k̄ is plotted for K “ 2 (green squares) and
L “ 3 (orange circles). At fixed L there exists a maximum value of M for which the
integrals Wm can be computed: this imposes a limit to the maximum value of K{k̄ for
which Σ can be computed. This is shown in the inset for L “ 3; since for L “ 3 the
maximum value is M “ 14, then the convergence of ρM can be observed only up to
K{k̄ “ 2.0. For the L “ 2 case the maximum value is M “ 40. The resulting hopping
integral Σ is a monotonically increasing function of K{k̄ as shown in the main figure.

Figure 3.3: The hopping range ρ vs. K{k̄ for L “ 2 (green squares) and L “ 3
(orange circles): it grows as K{k̄ is increased. As for the computation of Σ, in the the
numerical computation of Wm we have a maximum M “ 14 for L “ 3 implying that
the convergence of ρ is observed only for K{k̄ ď 2.0 (see inset). For the case L “ 2
the interaction range is plotted up to K{k̄ “ 3.0 where convergence is observed with
M “ 36. Notice that also in this case ρ is an increasing function of K{k̄.
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In conclusion, we have provided an analytical argument to state that the lattice
model is short ranged. Moreover, we have numerically checked this property in the
interval of K{k̄ we have access to, finding also that the hopping strength (i.e. both Σ
and ρ) increases with K{k̄. Therefore we can apply the general theory on Anderson
localization [37, 62] and we predict that for L “ 3 our model will undergo a localization/delocalization transition at some value of pK{k̄qc pLq. In the next sections we
will go through the analysis of the two dnamical regimes in parameters space, namely
the localized and the delocalized one. We will use the average level spacings ratio,
the IPR and the exact dynamics of the system to understand different facets of the
phenomenon.

3.2

The dynamical localization - delocalization transition
with L “ 3

In this section we show that different dynamical behaviors can be observed in the
dynamics our model with a finite number of rotors L ě 3. According to the mapping
between the driven coupled L-rotors chain and a disordered L-dimensional lattice
there are two expected phases: a dynamically localized and a delocalized one.
We will show the presence of these two different phases in the case with L “ 3
and we will discuss the intermediate one between them. The reason for choosing
L=3 is merely due to computational reasons: since each site is characterized by a
discrete, unbounded Hilbert space a truncation is needed and by choosing a small L
we can access larger values of the local truncation M . In the next chapter we will
go through the study of cases with larger L in order to catch the dynamical features
which characterize the system in the thermodynamic limit.
We start our discussion by analyzing how the dynamics of the system changes by
fixing the value of the interaction J{k̄ and varying K{k̄. We arbitrarily set k̄ “ 5.0 in
the rest of this Chapter. In Figure 3.4 the behavior of the averaged ratio xry is plotted
as a function of K{k̄ at the fixed value J{k̄ “ 0.3. Two phases can be distinguished:
in the first, for K{k̄ À 0.5, we have xry » 0.386, which is the expected value for a
Poisson level spacing distribution. In the second phase, with K{k̄ Á 2.0, one finds that
xry » 0.536, which is the Wigner Dyson value, as expected in case of ergodic dynamics.
Notice that xry in the delocalized region assumes, on the average, a value smaller than
the expected one. This difference is due to finite size effects: the observed value is
close to xry » 0.527, namely the one expected from the Circular Orthogonal Ensemble
(COE) of symmetric unitary matrices, to which our Floquet operator belongs. The
values of xry expected from the COE and the GOE coincide in the thermodynamic
limit [42]. In the following we analyze the regions in which dynamical localization delocalization is expected according to Figure 3.4, by using the inverse participation
ratio and the exact dynamics. The intermediate region is due to finite size effects
originated from the truncation; we cannot see it, but according to the mapping we
expect them to disappear at higher values of M . In Appendix F we describe this
crossover region, showing that the dynamics of the system depends on the choice of
the initial state in the angular momentum representation.
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Figure 3.4: The behavior of the average ratio xry vs K{k̄ for J{k̄ “ 0.30. The errorbars
are obtained by averaging over the values corresponding to different values of M , once
convergence is achieved. The top (bottom) dashed line indicates the expected value
of xry in the case of ergodicity (localization). The dot-dashed line represents the
expected value for xry from the COE. In the box we plot xry as a function of M for
an arbitrary chosen value of K{k̄ “ 1.3: the intermediate value of xry is stationary in
the accessible range of values of M . Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.

3.2.1

The localized phase

We start the analysis of the localized region by looking at the behavior of the IPR
as defined in Eq. (1.3.15). The behavior of the IPR for some values of K{k̄ with
J{k̄ “ 0.3, such that the system is in the localized region, is shown in Figure 3.5.
The IPR is constant for M larger than a threshold value which changes with K{k̄,
as expected; this implies that the dynamics of a given initial state will be localized
in momentum space. As a consequence, we expect its kinetic energy to grow until
it reaches a finite saturation value. We can check this by computing the growth of
the kinetic energy during the evolution of an initial state with different values of
the local truncation M . If the different curves collapse one on each other it means
that the localization we observe is not a fictitious effect but it is a true property of
the system. As an example we have computed the growth of the kinetic energy per
rotor with K{k̄ “ 0.2 and J{k̄ “ 0.3 in the localized region. The initial state that
we have chosen is the angular momentum eigenstate |0y “ |m1 “ 0, ..., mL “ 0y;
the result is plotted in Figure 3.6, with the kinetic energy expressed in units of k̄ 2 .
The expectation value of the kinetic energy is plotted for M “ 29 (circular dots) and
M “ 51 (continuous line). The two curves perfectly collapse on each other, confirming
that the dynamical localization we observe is a true physical effect.
An equivalent result is obtained by looking at the ratio IpM q defined in Eq. (2.3.6):
indeed we expect, as discussed before, that IpM q scales as M ´2 if the state is localized
while it is independent from M for a delocalized state. In this way we distinguish two
regions in the kick parameters space which are relevant for recognizing the localized
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Figure 3.5: The behavior of the average IPR vs M is plotted for J{k̄ “ 0.3 and
K{k̄ “ 0.1, 0.2 0.3. For this values the system is localized and the IPR does not
decrease as we increase the local Hilbert space truncation. Other parameters: L “ 3,
k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of the expectation value of the kinetic energy per rotor (in
units of k̄ 2 ) with K{k̄ “ 0.2, J{k̄ “ 0.3. The two curves obtained with different local
truncation values coincide, showing that the behavior of Epnq is independent on M .
Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 3.7: The ratio IpM q is plotted as a function of M for K{k̄ “ 0.4 and J{k̄ “ 0.3
in the log-log scale. The points follow a power law with slope α “ ´1.94 ˘ 0.016 while
the dashed curve has the expected slope -2.Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
phase: the first one in which IpM q „ M ´2 corresponding to dynamical localization.
In the second IpM q decreases but the slope in the log-log plane is not definite: in this
case the system may be localized even if we cannot state it. In Figure 3.7 the scaling
of IpM q with M is plotted for K{k̄ “ 0.2 and J{k̄ “ 0.3 to show that the slope of the
line is α “ ´1.94 ˘ 0.016, close to the expected one.
By looking again at Figure 3.5 we observe that the asymptotic value of the IPR
decreases as K{k̄ is increased. The quantity 1{IPR counts the localized states or,
equivalently, the extension of their support in the Hilbert space: we conclude that
the higher K{k̄ the larger is the localization length of the Floquet eigenstates. Also
the observation that the truncation value M at which the convergence of the IPR is
reached increases with K{k̄ leads to the same conclusion. This result is in agreement
with the increase of the hopping range with K{k̄ found by analyzing the hopping
coefficients Wm m1 in the disordered lattice model.

3.2.2

The delocalized phase

While most of the early literature regarding many-body localization has focused more
on the localized phase, recent theoretical works focused on the ergodic phase [138]
pointing out the existence of anomalous thermalization phenomena [139, 64]; at the
same time, new experiments have been realized to confirm the predictions of the
Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis [31].
In this paragraph we discuss the properties of our system in the region in which
the averaged ratio of the level spacing xry is close to the Wigner Dyson value rW D . We
will first show the border of this region in the J{k̄ ´ K{k̄ plane; then we will study the
properties of the eigenstates, showing that they have a multifractal structure. Finally
we will focus on the dynamics of the system: we will show the results concerning
the heating process, which is remarkably characterized by a power-law growth of the
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Figure 3.8: The behavior of the average ratio xry against K{k̄ for different values of
J{k̄. The errorbars are obtained by averaging over the values obtained with different
values of M , once convergence was achieved. In this plot the maximum value of M
which has been used is Mmax “ 39. Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
kinetic energy, and the asymptotic state in terms of the infinite-time averaged kinetic
energy defined in Eq. (2.3.5).
In Figure 3.8 we plot xry as a function of K{k̄ for some values of J{k̄ to show that
for each curve there is a value of K{k̄ at which xry reaches a plateau close to rW D
(upper dashed line). The values of xry are obtained by averaging over several values of
M once convergence has been achieved and the errorbars have been computed as the
square root of the variances. By extracting the critical values of K{k̄ for several values
of J{k̄ we obtain the line which separate the delocalized region from the intermediate
one, represented in Figure 3.9. Please note that J{k̄ scales slowly as a function of K{k̄,
so for each K{k̄ we have considered there is a small but finite value of J{k̄ separating
a localized region from a delocalized one. This is expected because for J “ 0 the
system is equivalent to a single kicked rotor and it is dynamically localized for all the
values of K{k̄.
Now we focus on the structure of the eigenstates by studying the average inverse
participation ratio IPR. The scaling of the IPR with the local truncation M in the
delocalized phase is shown in Figure 3.10 for J{k̄ “ 0.3 and K{k̄ “ 2.50, 3.0, 10.0. It
satisfies the relation
IPR „ 1{dimHδ2 ,

(3.2.1)

with δ2 ă 1 and increases in modulus with K{k̄ (recall that dim H “ M L {p4Lq).
As discussed in the previous section the inverse participation ratio of a perfectly
delocalized state is expected to scale as 1{dimH independently from the Hamiltonian
parameters. If instead the IPR scales as 1{dimHD2 , with D2 ă 1, the state has a
multifractal structure (see Eq. (1.3.14)). Since we find δ2 ă 1 in the averaged IPR,
we suppose that the Floquet eigenstates have a multifractal structure. Their fractal
dimension D2 coincides with δ2 if the scaling of the average IPR is representative of
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Figure 3.9: This plot represents the boundary between the intermediate and the
delocalized region in the K{k̄ ´ J{k̄ plane. It has been obtained by finding the values
of K{k̄ in which xry reaches a plateau for different values of J{k̄. A slow decaying of
the critical value of J{k̄ for which the ergodic region starts is expected since in the
limit of J Ñ 0 the system is localized for all the values of K{k̄. The maximum value
of M which has been used is M “ 39. Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.

Figure 3.10: The behavior of the average IPR vs M is plotted for J{k̄ “ 0.3 and
K{k̄ “ 2.5, 3.0, 10.0 (from lighter to darker colors). For this values the system is
delocalized and the IPR scales as a power law with the dimension of the Hilbert
space. Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 3.11: The exponent δ2 vs K{k̄ is plotted for J{k̄ “ 0.3. It passes from a value
less then one to one when K{k̄ À 3.0 The linear and the log averages are close (apart)
when fluctuations are small (large). Other parameters:M “ 51, L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
the scaling of the inverse participation ratio of the single eigenstates, namely if the
fluctuations are negligible. In order to investigate this possibility we first measure
the scaling exponent δ2 defined in Eq. (3.2.1). We set J{k̄ “ 0.30 and choose K{k̄
from an interval in the delocalized region. In order to study the fluctuations in the
distribution of the IPRα we compute the coefficient δ2 by using both the linear average
of the inverse participation ratios and the log-average IPRlog defined in Eq. (1.3.16).
We consider the fluctuations negligible if the coefficients we obtain are consistent with
each other within the errrorbars. The results are plotted in Figure 3.11: for small
values of K{k̄ the two curves are apart within each other with respect to the errorbars,
while they get closer as K{k̄ is increased. This means that we cannot estimate the
value of D2 through δ2 , but nevertheless we find that the eigenstates have a fractal
dimension D2 smaller than one for small values of K{k̄ which tends to unit as K{k̄
for larger values.
The reduction of fluctuations appears as well by looking at the distribution of the
IPRα of the single Floquet states. In panel (a) of Figure 3.12 we plot the probability
distributions for increasing values of K{k̄ taken in the delocalized region and J{k̄ “
0.3. The distributions have a power-law tail whose amplitude decrease as we increase
K{k̄, leading to the observed reduction of fluctuations. In panels (b) and (c) we show
the distributions of the IPRα 1 in a case in which δ2 ă 1, with K{k̄ “ 2.6, J{k̄ “ 0.3,
and δ2 “ 1, with K{k̄ “ 2.0, J{k̄ “ 2.0, respectively. The peaks of the distributions
moves to lower order of magnitude as M is increased and their positions scale as
power law with M : in panel (d) we plot the scaling of peaks’ positions vs M together
with the corresponding average M . This corresponds to the increasing of the scaling
exponent of the IPR.
We finally show the multifractality of the Floquet eigenstates by computing the
1

We computed the distributions of the logarithms of the IPRα in order to enhance the visibility
of the distribution in the log scale along the x axis.
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Figure 3.12: (a): Probability distribution of the IPRα : for increasing values of K{k̄
the width of the distribution diminish in the log scale. (b) Probability distribution of
the IPRα computed for J{k̄ “ 0.3 and K{k̄ “ 2.6: the tails of the distributions are
power-law with different slopes. (c) Probability distribution of the IPRα computed
for J{k̄ “ 2.0 and K{k̄ “ 2.0: the distributions appear shifted by order of magnitudes
as M is increased. (d): positions of the peaks vs M for J{k̄ “ 0.3, K{k̄ “ 2.6 (dark
line, full dots) and J{k̄ “ 2.0, K{k̄ “ 2.0 (light line, full dots). The difference between
the scaling of the IPR and the positions of the peaks is of order „ 0.3% in the ergodic
case (light color lines) and „ 10% in the other case, due to the larger fluctuations
(panel (c)). k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 3.13: The exponent δq vs K{k̄ is plotted for J{k̄ “ 0.3 and K{k̄ “ 4.0. As
long as the values obtained from the linear (dark colored curve) and the log averaged
(light colored curve) values are compatible between each other they reveal that the
system is delocalized. Other parameters: M “ 51, L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
scaling exponents of different momenta of the eigenfunctions probability distribution.
We compute the exponent δq defined such that
ÿÿ
IPRpqq “
|ψα pmq|2q „ 1{dimHδq pq´1q ,
(3.2.2)
α m

in analogy with Eq. (1.3.14); we indicate with IPRlog pqq the logarithmic average. We
have considered decimal fractal dimensions, interpolating the cases between q “ 2 and
q “ 3. In Figure 3.13 we plot the exponent δq in the case K{k̄ “ 4.0 and J{k̄ “ 0.3, for
which we observed the same scaling of IPR and IPRlog (see Figure 3.11). It appears
that the higher the momentum, the stronger the role played by fluctuations: we see
that for q Á 2.4 the values of IPRpqq and IPRlog pqq are far apart between each other
and for higher momenta we cannot reach convergence of the slope of the curve IPRpqq
vs M .
We conclude that an anomalous ergodic regime emerges close to the localization–
delocalization transition line (see Fig. 3.9). In this regime the Floquet eigenstates
are characterized by a multifractal structure and their distributions do not satisfy the
definition of quantum ergodicity [95]. The presence of fluctuations which emerge in
the log scale leads to the question if there is coexistence of eigenstates with different
localization properties, but more research would be needed in this direction. By
increasing K{k̄ this multifractal behavior disappears, fluctuations are reduced and
the eigenstates behave as expected in a thermalizing ergodic system.
Now we focus on the dynamics of the system. We consider as initial state the state
|ψ0 y “ |0y with zero angular momentum on each rotor and we study the asymptotic
state and the heating process. We expect that the infinite temperature state defined
in Eq. (2.3.3) is asymptotically reached. We can check this by looking at the ratio
IpM q defined in Eq. (2.3.6) since we know that for a delocalized state it should be
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Figure 3.14: The ratio IpM q is plotted for K{k̄ “ 2.2 (red circles), K{k̄ “ 3.0 (purple
triangles) and K{k̄ “ 9.0 (blue squares) for J{k̄ “ 0.3. It is Op1q with M as expected
and it approaches one as K{k̄ is increased. This tendency is expected as the fractal
structure of the eigenstates becomes trivial for K{k̄ Á 3.0. Other parameters: L “ 3,
k̄ “ 5.0.
independent of M ; moreover, for a thermal state the ratio IpM q is equal to one.
In Figure 3.14 we plot IpM q for J{k̄ “ 0.3 and K{k̄ “ 2.2 (red circles), K{k̄ “
3.0 (purple triangles) and K{k̄ “ 9.0 (blue squares): the ratio IpM q fluctuates but
does not change significantly for all the values of K{k̄ and tends to one as K{k̄ is
increased. This result confirms that the system is delocalized but not completely
thermal; thermalization is reached at higher K{k̄ where IpM q Ñ 1. We see here
for the first time a signature of anomalous thermalization in our system emerging
close to the transition line. This result is in agreement with the observation of the
multifractal structure of the eigenstates: as long the eigenstates have a nontrivial
fractal structure (see Figure 3.11) the asymptotic state is not exactly the infinite
temperature one. When the fractal dimensions tend to unit, as it is for K{k̄ Á 3.0,
the state at infinite times is thermal and the ratio IpM q tend to one. A comment is in
order: the ratio IpM q is related to thermalization, namely to the asymptotic behavior
of the system. From its definition (see Eqs. (2.3.6) and (2.3.5)) it emerges that IpM q
strongly depends on the structure of the eigenstates via their squared probability
amplitudes: we conclude that an the anomalous thermalization revealed by IpM q is
a consequence of the anomalous ergodicity discussed above. In the following we move
from the analysis of asymptotic properties to the intermediate time dynamics of the
system.
To this purpose we consider the energy absorption. We find that in a large region
in the delocalized phase the kinetic energy Epnq defined in Eq. (2.3.10) grows in time
as
Epnq „ nα
(3.2.3)
with α ă 1. As anticipated, we need to check if this result is either physical or due
to the truncation. We answer this question by computing Epnq as a function of the
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Figure 3.15: The growth of the kinetic energy is plotted for K{k̄ “ 2.2 and J{k̄ “ 0.3.
The power law appears for the three values of the truncation we consider, from M “ 39
(lighter curve) to M “ 51 (darker curve). The time at which the growth stops depends
on the saturation value of the energy, which increases with M . It is evident that the
larger is M , the longer the time window where the power law persists, the better the
fit. Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
stroboscopic time n for different values of M . In Figure 3.15 we plot the results for
K{k̄ “ 2.2 and J{k̄ “ 0.3: we see that the curves follow the same power law up
to their saturation to an M -dependent value. In order to see how the power-law
exponent depends from J{k̄ and K{k̄ we compute the dynamics at different values of
J{k̄ in an interval of values of K{k̄. In order to determine the values of the exponents
and the errorbars we compute the power-law exponent over different time intervals:
we extract the power-law exponent for each interval, then take the average and the
semi-difference between the largest and the smallest data we obtain. We find that
the exponent α depends on J{k̄, while it fluctuates around a constant value when
K{k̄ is changed. This result is shown in Figure 3.16: we compute the exponent α for
J{k̄ “ 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and K{k̄ varying in intervals in which we observe the power-law
heating.
In order to find an explanation for the power-law growth of the kinetic energy we
investigate the statistical properties of the off diagonal matrix elements of the kinetic
energy operator. Let us recall that, according to RMT, the distribution of the off
diagonal elements is Gaussian. In Figure 3.17 the distributions of the off diagonal
elements are plotted and we see that they are not Gaussian. We see that the higher
is J{k̄, the closer is the distribution to a Gaussian one: in panel (a) K{k̄ is fixed
and J{k̄ increases. On the other side, if we fix J{k̄ and vary K{k̄ the distributions
don’t change (see panel (b)). This is in agreement with the behavior of the power
law we have found: the exponent changes if J{k̄ is varied but oscillates around the
same value as K{k̄ is changed at a fixed J{k̄. In order to check that the shape of the
distribution is not due to the truncation we show the distributions obtained by fixing
J{k̄ and K{k̄ and varying M : in panels pcq and pdq we fix J{k̄ “ 0.3, K{k̄ “ 2.6 and
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Figure 3.16: The power-law exponent α is plotted for J{k̄ “ 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and some
values of K{k̄. It appears that the exponent increases as J{k̄ is increased while a
clear behavior is not clear in the interval of K{k̄ we can consider within the maximum
truncation M we can achieve in our simulations. Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.

J{k̄ “ 5.0, K{k̄ “ 2.0 respectively, finding that the curves coincide; in the second case
power law is absent and the distribution is Gaussian in the central part.
In conclusion, we we have found that energy absorption attains an unexpected
subdiffusie power-law behavior. It would be interesting to find a relation between this
power law and the structure of the Floquet eigenstates: in this way the anomalous
ergodicity defined above would be characterized by asymptotic and intermediate-time
dynamical properties as well. Encouraged by the results that we have just discussed,
we are currently searching a relation between the power-law heating and the distribution of off diagonal elements. We finally remark that a power-law heating like the
one observed here has already been observed in quantum systems, both in the single
particle as well as in the many body case. In some works the single quantum kicked
rotor model has been modified to make the kick quasi periodic and, as a result, the
dynamical localization has been destroyed and replaced by a slow heating in time
[129, 127, 128, 130]. In other models diffusion in momentum space has been enhanced
by colored noise sources: pink noise has been seen to cause slow heating [140], while
white noise has been shown to recover the dynamics of the classical model [141, 142].
As an example of many body system in which a power-law heating has been observed,
in [53] a Opnq field theory has been studied in which the mass term is periodically
driven: after a prethermal regime the system starts heating subdiffusively in time,
with a power-law exponent close to α “ 1{2. In our model the power-law heating
naturally emerges from the structure of the Hamiltonian and does not need any noise
or disorder source to be enhanced. In the next section we show that an anomalous
energy absorption emerges also in a different model in which translational symmetry
is broken.
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Figure 3.17: (a): Distribution of the off diagonal elements tp2αβ u for K{k̄ “ 2.0, J{k̄ “
0.3, 0.5 and K{k̄ “ 1.9, J{k̄ “ 0.75. M “ 51. (b): Distribution of the off diagonal elements tp2αβ u for J{k̄ “ 0.3 and different values of K{k̄. M “ 51. (c)-(d): distribution
of the off diagonal elements tp2αβ u for J{k̄ “ 0.3, K{k̄ “ 2.0 and J{k̄ “ 5.0, K{k̄ “ 2.0
respectively and different truncation. k̄ “ 5.0.
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3.3

Dynamical localization in extended models

We have shown in the previous section that our rotors model admits a dynamically
localized phase and another in which the kinetic energy Epnq grows unbounded in
time: this localization–delocalization crossover takes place in the angular momentum
space of each rotor, uniformly in space.
In this section we discuss how dynamical localization and heating are related to
transport of energy along the rotors chain: in order to investigate this point we break
the spatial translation invariance of the Hamiltonian by studying the dynamics of the
system. For small values of K{k̄ and J{k̄ the system is dynamically localized and the
dynamical localization is accompanied by a spatial one. In the dynamically delocalized
regime characterized by an unbounded growth of the kinetic energy we found that
the asymptotic state is the spatially uniform, infinite temperature one. The heating
process leading to the infinite temperature state is strongly inhomogeneous in space.
A remark concerning methods is in order: we have used full diagonalization of
the Floquet operator for our analysis but, due to the breaking of spatial translations
invariance, the only symmetry we can use to reduce the effective Hilbert space dimension is the global momentum parity. This means that the maximum allowed value for
the local truncation is Mmax “ 25 with L “ 3. As in the previous simulations we will
set k̄ “ 5.0.
Let start our discussion from the kicking protocol adopted, given by the Hamiltonian
`8
ÿ
ĤD ptq “ Ĥ0 `
δpt ´ nqV̂D pθq ,
(3.3.1)
n“´8

with the kinetic term unchanged and the kicked part given by
V̂D pθq “ K cos θ̂1 ` J

L´1
ÿ

cospθ̂j ´ θ̂j`1 q

(3.3.2)

j“1

in which the rotors are coupled by J which is the same for all the sites and K is
nonzero only on the site with j “ 1.
The first quantity we need for our analysis is the local asymptotic imbalance ∆j .
Since we can easily expect that the rotor j “ 1 absorbs more energy than the other
for the definition of the Hamiltonian we define ∆j normalized as follows:
∆j “

Ej pt Ñ 8q ´ E1 pt Ñ 8q
.
E1 pt Ñ 8q

(3.3.3)

It vanishes in the limit in which the energy absorbed by the first rotor is the same as
the others and it is close to one in the case of strong imbalance between the asymptotic
energies of rotors.
In Figure 3.18 we show a case in which the system passes from exhibiting spatial
localization to heating uniformly along the sites as J{k̄ is increased: the imbalance
∆2 between the first and the second rotors is plotted for K{k̄ “ 0.2 (orange squares)
and K{k̄ “ 0.3 (green circles). For all the values of J{k̄ in the figure the system is
dynamically localized: the values of the asymptotic energies have been obtained by
computing the exact dynamics and averaging the values of the kinetic energies once
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Figure 3.18: The imbalance between the first and the second rotor is plotted for K{k̄ “
0.2, 0.3. For J{k̄ À 0.3 the system exhibits both dynamical localization and spatial
inhomogeneity in the asymptotic energy profile. By increasing J{k̄ the dynamical
localization persists while the energy imbalance vanishes. Other parameters: L “ 3,
k̄ “ 5.0.
the asymptotic value was reached. The same computation has been performed for
different values of M in order to check dynamical localization via the convergence in
the energy trajectory.
Now we consider the system governed by the Hamiltonian ĤD in a region of parameters in which dynamical localization is broken. We compute the dynamics of the
system with a fixed M : the asymptotic energies of the rotors are different between
each other but this difference diminishes as M is increased. We show this effect in
Figure 3.19 in which the imbalance between the second and the first rotor is represented as a function of M . Since it decreases as M is increased we may expect that
it goes to zero in the limit M Ñ 8 and the system reaches the infinite temperature
state for t Ñ 8 but we cannot prove it.
Our next point is to focus on the heating of the system towards its asymptotic
state. In Figure 3.20 we plot the kinetic energy of each rotor as a function of the
stroboscopic time n for K{k̄ “ 9.0 and J{k̄ “ 0.5. The inhomogeneity of the heating
process appears very clearly: the energy of the first rotor reaches a saturation value
from the very beginning of the simulation, while the energy of the others grows as
nα2,3 . The underscores remind that the power-law exponents are different from one
site to the other; also, the duration of the power-law regime varies according to the
time in which the saturation value is reached.
It is nevertheless crucial to note that the computation relative to Figure 3.20 has
been realized with M “ 25 but the power-law growth phenomenon turns out to be
independent from M . It is also remarkable that the phenomenon is very robust with
K{k̄: in Figure 3.21 we plot the power-law exponents relative to the energy growth
of the second (red triangles) and the third rotor (blue circles): note that the power
law exponent does not change sensibly varying K{k̄ in the interval r2; 40s we have
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Figure 3.19: Imbalance of the asymptotic energy between the first and the second
rotors for J{k̄ “ 0.5 and K{k̄ “ 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, (squared, circular and triangular dots
respectively). As M is increased the imbalance ∆2 decreases. Other parameters:
L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 3.20: Growth of the kinetic energy of each rotor for K{k̄ “ 9.0 and J{k̄ “ 0.5.
The darkest curve corresponds to the first rotor, the yellow, lighter-colored one to the
third. The power law clearly appears for two orders of magnitude in time for j “ 3.
Epnq is expressed in units of k̄ 2 , according to the definition given in Eq. (2.3.10).
Other parameters: M “ 25, L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 3.21: Power law exponents for the second and third rotor at J{k̄ “ 0.5 and
K{k̄ P r2; 40s Blue circles represents the exponents relative to the third rotor, red
triangles those of the second. Other parameters: M “ 25, L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
considered.
This inhomogeneity can be quantitatively described, as we will show in the following. In order to do this, we define the probability distribution for the j-th rotor
relative to the m-th component in momentum space as follows:
ff
«
â
1i |mj yxmj |
(3.3.4)
|ψpnqm,j |2 “ Tr |ψpnqyxψpnq|
i‰j

where |ψpnqy is the state of the whole system at the integer time n and |mj yxmj | is
the projector on the momentum eigenstate m relative to the j-th rotor. With this
quantity we can study the evolution of the state site by site. In Figure 3.22 we observe
two different profiles of the probability distributions for the first and the third rotor:
the former reaches the infinite temperature local state, in which the local momentum
eigenstates are equally occupied, from the very beginning of the evolution. Instead,
the probability distribution of the latter decays exponentially in the local angular
momemtum space with a localization length which increases in time. In the Figure
3.22 we consider the dynamics of the system with K{k̄ “ 9.0 and J{k̄ “ 0.5. We
plot the marginal probability distributions |ψpnqm,1 |2 (empty dots) and |ψpnqm,3 |2
(full dots) at three different times, n “ 30, 200, 1000. As anticipated, the probability
distribution for the first rotor is uniform in momentum space; instead the marginal
distribution of the third rotor can be described as
|ψpnqm,3 |2 „ expp´|m|γ βpnqq

(3.3.5)

with 1 ă γ ă 2. In principle the exponent γ may be time dependent but we assume
as a first approximation that it is constant; on the other side the inverse localization
length βpnq varies in time. The case γ “ 2 would correspond to a Gaussian probability
distribution and would imply a linear growth of the kinetic energy in time. By looking
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Figure 3.22: The marginal probability distributions |ψm,j |2 relative to the first (j “ 1,
empty dots) and third rotor (j “ 3, full dots) are plotted for K{k̄ “ 9.0 and J{k̄ “ 0.5
at n “ 30, 200, 1000 (circular, triangular and squared dots respectively). |ψm,1 |2 is
flat and constant in time; |ψm,3 |2 decays exponentially in momentum space with a
characteristic length which increases in time. The distributions have been averaged
over a small interval of times around the desired n to reduce fluctuations. Other
parameters: M “ 25, L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
at the distribtions plotted in Figure 3.22 we choose to fix γ “ 1 as an approximation.
Recalling that kinetic energy of the third rotor grows like Ej“3 pnq „ nα we can write
the following equation:
`8
ÿ
1
cn “
m2 e´|m|βpnq
2Ωpnq m“´8
α

(3.3.6)

in which Ωpnq is a time dependent normalization constant. The parameters c and
α are numerically determined by fitting the kinetic energy growth curves as those in
Figure 3.20.
The equation 3.3.6 can be inverted to compute the inverse localization length
βpnq as a function of the power-law exponent α. The first step is to compute the
normalization constant Ωpnq: this can be done by solving the equation
`8
ÿ

e´|m|βpnq “ Ωpnq ,

(3.3.7)

m“´8

coming from

ř`8

2
m“´8 |ψpnqm,3 |

“ 1. After a few passages we obtain
Ωpnq “ cotgh

βpnq
.
2

(3.3.8)

Eq. (3.3.6) can be rewritten as follows:
`8
ÿ
1
m2 e´mβpnq .
E3 pnq ” c n “
cotgh pβpnq{2q m“0
α
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(3.3.9)
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Figure 3.23: The inverse localization length βpnq derived from Eq. (3.3.6) is plotted
for K{k̄ “ 9.0 and J{k̄ “ 0.5. The colored area is obtained by using Eq 3.3.12 with
the value of the kinetic energy power-law exponent and the relative error bar. The
curve is obtained by measuring the exponent from the marginal probability densities
averaged over a time interval shorter than the evolution period. Other parameters:
L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
At this point we observe that, since the series is absolutely
the following result:
8
ÿ
m“0

ˆ
m

2

z m “

d
z
dz

˙2 ÿ
8

zm “

m“0

2

convergent, we can use

zp1 ` zq
,
p1 ´ zq3

(3.3.10)

with 0 ă z “ e´βpnq ă 1. With a few manipulations Eq. (3.3.9) becomes
E3 pnq “

z
,
p1 ´ zq2

from which we obtain as a final result
?
„

1 ` 2 c nα ´ 1 ` 4 c nα
βpnq “ ´ln
.
2 c nα

(3.3.11)

(3.3.12)

The inverse localization length βpnq is always positive and its value converges rapidly
when the series is replaced by a finite sum: this is important since our marginal
probability distribution is affected by the local truncation. We have obtained so far
a quantity, βpnq, whose evolution can be computed in two ways: the first consists in
fitting the marginal distribution |ψpnqm,3 |2 in the angular momentum space, starting
from Eq. (3.3.5). The second uses the fit of the kinetic energy to compute βpnq by
using Eq. (3.3.12).
2

The D’Alambert criterionstates that, given a series with positive terms ak , if limkÑ8 ak`1 {ak ă 1
then the series is absolutely convergent.
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In Figure 3.23 we plot βpnq obtained in the two ways and compare the results:
the colored area correspond to the computation via the energy fit and Eq. (3.3.12).
The errors are determined by the uncertainties of the fit of the exponent α and the
initial amplitude. The red-dotted data are obtained by fitting the marginal distribution |ψpnqm,3 |2 and the errorbars have been computed as the variance over a set
of close times considered for averaging the probability distributions. Note that the
best agreement between the two curves persists in an intermediate time region for
300 À n À 1200: this is the same time interval in which the growth of the kinetic energy is fitted by a power law (see the dashed line in Figure 3.20). Nevertheless a better
approximation may be obtained by replacing γ with an additional fitting exponent.
As a conclusion it is interesting to note that a subdiffusive process similar to the
one observed in the spatially uniform model has been found. Moreover, in this case
the rotors were just subject to the action given by the coupling strength J. Let us
also recall that the power law in the previous section was determined mainly by the
intensity of the coupling J{k̄ than that of the single kick K{k̄. A full understanding of
the role of the coupling term in determining the fractal properties of the system and
their influence of its dynamical properties is left for future work: a possible direction
could be the study of the system in the case K “ 0.

3.4

Summary of the results

In this Chapter we have seen that a chain with L “ 3 coupled kicked rotors exhibits a
dynamically localized phase, characterized by the asymptotic saturation of the kinetic
energy to a finite value during the evolution of the system. An argument for explaining
this behavior is provided by a mapping: it relates a time independent model for a
particle hopping in an L´dimensional disordered lattice and a chain of L coupled
quantum kicked rotors. This mapping allows us to predict that such a dynamically
localized phase is present for each L ă 8. We have studied the localized phase by
looking at the properties of the Floquet eigenstates via the inverse participation ratio
and at those of the quasienergies, focusing on the level spacing ratio.
Moreover, if L ě 3 the lattice model undergoes the Anderson localization transition: according to the mapping we expect an analogous behavior in the rotor model.
Indeed, by increasing the values of J{k̄ and K{k̄ the system is delocalized in the momentum space: we have found an anomalous ergodic region close to the transition line,
in which the inverse participation ratio reveals a multifractal structure in the Floquet
eigenstates. Far from the localization–delocalization transition line the eigenstates
satisfy the definition of quantum ergodicity. In the region of anomalous ergodicity
the system exhibits also anomalous thermalization, observed through the asymptotic
kinetic energy reached at infinite times. Remarkably we have also observed that the
growth of the kinetic energy obeys a subdiffusive power law: this behavior has been
put in connection with the statistical properties of the off diagonal matrix elements
of the kinetic energy operator even if a complete explanation for this result is still
missing.
In the last section we have focused on a different problem, namely the relation
between the localization of energy and the spatial inhomogeneities which may appear
during the dynamics. We have studied this problem with a different model in which
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the translational invariance of the Hamiltonian was broken. We found that if the
system is dynamically localized it is possible that the state reaches an asymptotic
inhomogeneous state; on the other side, when the system is dynamically delocalized the
asymptotic state is the infinite temperature one but the intermediate time dynamics
is strongly inhomogeneous.
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Chapter 4

Subdiffusion and thermalization
towards the limit of large L
While in the previous chapter we have studied the localization/delocalization transition for L “ 3 rotors, the purpose of this Chapter is to investigate the behavior of a
chain of coupled rotors with larger L. As we have shown in Ref. [63] and explained
in Appendix C, the mapping introduced in the previous Chapter can be extended to
the case L Ñ 8. In this limit we demonstrate that an infinite dimensional disordered
lattice does not exhibit a localized phase: as a consequence we expect that our coupled
rotors model is always delocalized in the thermodynamic limit. We apply a mean field
calculation to the fully-connected version of the model introduced in Eq. (2.2.1). As
a first result we confirm the prediction provided by the model: the system is always
dynamically delocalized. But most importantly, we find that the kinetic energy grows
as a subdiffusive power-law, analogously to the heating observed in the case L “ 3.
In the second section we study the case L ą 3 with nearest neighbor interactions. We
show that the system with L “ 4 exhibits two dynamical regimes the first: at large
J{k̄ and K{k̄, is characterized by a fast and linear growth of the kinetic energy up to
the infinite-temperature value. The second, situated in proximity of the separation
between the localized and delocalized phase, is characterized by a subdiffusive heating
(as predicted by the mean field in the fully-connected model). We show that these
two regimes are accompanied respectively by different properties of the kinetic energy
operator matrix analogous to those observed with L “ 3. Moreover, we find that the
anomalous statistics of certain the operators persists for larger L.

4.1
4.1.1

Mean field limit
Formulation

We study directly the large L limit with a mean field calculation which is exact for
infinite coordination number or infinite range interactions. For definiteness let us
consider the Hamiltonian defined in Eq. (2.2.1) in which the kick term is modified as
follows:
˜
¸
L
ÿ
ÿ
1
V pθ̂q “ K
cos θ̂i ´ J
cospθ̂i ´ θ̂j q .
(4.1.1)
2pL ´ 1q i‰j
i“1
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We then perform a mean field Ansatz: starting from a factorized state, we assume
that the system remains factorized during the whole time evolution. Corrections to
this behavior turn out to be negligible in the limit L Ñ 8. The many body initial
state we are considering is therefore of the form
â
|ΨMF p0qy “
|ψi p0qy .
(4.1.2)
i

We assume translation invariance, therefore all the initial |ψi p0qy are equal to some
|ψp0qy, and all of them evolve to the same single-site state. We define this single-site
state just before the n-th kick as |ψpnqy: the corresponding many-body state is the
tensor product of L copies of this state. In this way, we can describe the dynamics of
the system via an effective single particle Hamiltonian containing a time modulation
of the kick:
„
`8
¯
ÿ
1 2
J´
´iθ̂
ĤM F “ p̂ `
ψM F pnq e
` h.c. ,
(4.1.3)
δpt ´ nq K cos θ̂ ´
2
2
n“´8
where we have defined the complex mean-field parameter
ψM F pnq ” xψpnq |eiθ̂ | ψpnqy ,

(4.1.4)

This description is exact for infinite range interactions in the thermodynamic limit.
To see this we rewrite the kick term in Eq. (4.1.1) as

ÿ „A E
J
J ÿ ˇˇA iθ̂i E ˇˇ2
iθ̂i
´iθ̂j
V pθ̂q “ ´
` h.c. `
e
e
(4.1.5)
ˇ e
ˇ
2pL ´ 1q i‰j
2 i
n
n
´

L
ı
ÿ”
ÿ
J
δ̂j δ̂i ` χ̂j χ̂i ` K
cos θ̂i ,
2pL ´ 1q i‰j
i“1

A
E
A
E
where δ̂i ” cos θ̂i ´ cos θ̂i and χ̂i ” sin θ̂i ´ sin θ̂i and xyn is the expectation value
n
n
over the exact solution of the Schrödinger equation. Imposing translation invariance,
the first sum gives the single particle mean-field potential of Eq. (4.1.3). The second
sum is in turn a time dependent c-number term that can be neglected. The third sum
contains terms in the form δ̂j δ̂i and χ̂j χ̂i with i ‰ j: their expectation value xδ̂j δ̂i y at
time n is a spatial connected correlator for the cosine (xχ̂j χ̂i y is the same for the sine).
These connected correlators vanish in the thermodynamic
limit forEeach i and j (see
A
Appendix D): more precisely, we explicitly compute cos θ̂i cos θ̂j
and show that
n

it can be factorized up to corrections which vanish at leading order as Opn{Lq, if the
state at time n “ 0 is separable. ?
Therefore the expectation value of the sum of δ̂j δ̂i
grows in a non extensive way („ L) and therefore is negligible in the limit L Ñ 8.
We see therefore that spatial correlations vanish for L Ñ 8. This definitively allows
us to study our system via the effective mean-field single particle model described by
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.1.3).
It is convenient at this point to express the initial wave function in the momentum
basis: in the angle representation we have
xθ| ψp0qy “

`8
ÿ
m“´8
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am eimθ ,

(4.1.6)

and average over many random initial conditions with a fixed kinetic energy (the
average symbol is p¨q). The initial conditions are obtained by applying one kick to
the zero-momentum state and then randomizing the phases of the amplitudes in the
momentum basis. We consider initial states such that am “ a´m : it follows that
ψM F pnq is real and that the evolution operator over one period at time n can be
written as 1
i p̂2
2

ÛM F pnq “ e´ k̄

1

e´i k̄ rK´J

ψM F pnqs cos θ̂

.

(4.1.7)

ÛM F pnq depends on the state at time n through the mean field parameter ψM F pnq,
which is evaluated according to the prescription given in Eq. (4.1.4). By iterating
this procedure we generate the dynamics of the system starting from the initial state
Eq. (4.1.6).
As a result of the mean field approach, the many-rotors model is effectively described by a single rotor with a time dependent kicking strength given by
Kpnq “ K ´ JψM F pnq .

4.1.2

(4.1.8)

Results

The quantity on which we focus our analysis is the kinetic energy Epnq “ xp̂2 yn {2 averaged over the initial conditions (for each evolution we define xp̂2 yn ” xψpnq| p̂2 |ψpnqy).
As discussed in the previous section, also in this case the local Hilbert space is infinite
dimensional (see Eq. (4.1.6)) and a truncation is therefore necessary. The truncation
dimension M varies according to the parameters K and J and to the length of the
simulation; it is chosen such that higher momentum states are not involved in the
evolution. Notice however that the mean field approximation allows us to use values
of M much larger than those used in Chapter 2. The evolution operator defined in
Eq. (4.1.7) is factorized in two parts: one is diagonal in the momentum basis and
the other in angle representation. We generate the time evolution over one period by
applying separately the kinetic and the kick part to the wave-function. We work in
the former case in the momentum basis, in the latter in the angle representation.
From the simulations we find that Epnq grows in time according to a power-law
nα , with α depending on K{k̄ and J{k̄ as shown in Figure 4.1 were the exponent α is
plotted in the pK{k̄, J{Kq plane. We can distinguish two regions (see Figure 4.1): the
red, dark one in which Epnq grows subdiffusively and the yellow, light one in which
diffusion is observed. Subdiffusion is an effect purely due to the quantum nature
of the system since the classical counterpart always exhibits normal diffusion in all
the pK{k̄, J{Kq plane (see Appendix A). The exponent α is almost uniform in all
the subdiffusive (red) region in the parameter space with values between 0.6 and 0.7.
Some energy time-traces corresponding to different values of K{k̄ and J{K are shown
in Figure 4.2. The subdiffusive regime starts at a time t˚ which increases by lowering
the values of K{k̄ and J{K: during the transient the energy first keeps constant, then
it starts growing until it reaches the nα regime. For certain value of pK{k̄, J{Kq (e.g.
K{k̄ “ 1.4 and J{K “ 0.1) we do not see the start of either diffusion or subdiffusion
1

The evolution operator defined in Eq. (4.1.7) preserves the even parity of the state during its
evolution: As a conclusion, if ψM F p0q is real ψM F pnq is real @n.
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Figure 4.1: The power-law exponent for Epnq growth is plotted against the kick
strength K{k̄ and the kick parameters ratio J{K. The subdiffusive region (red, dark
one) and the diffusive one (yellow, light one) can be distinguished. The region in the
left-bottom corner is not plotted since a stable growth regime does not start within
the simulation time length. Other parameters: M “ 4096, k̄ “ 2.89.

Figure 4.2: Time evolution of Epnq is plotted together with the dashed curve n2{3
as a guide to the eye: the power-law growth of Epnq starts at different times but is
characterized by an exponent α with a value in the interval r0.6, 0.7s. For K{k̄ “ 1.4
the energy starts growing at t „ 106 . Other parameters: M “ 4096, k̄ “ 2.89..
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within our simulation time (» 106 ): the trend appears however to rule out localization
but rather suggest that t˚ ě 106 .
The dynamics generated through the introduction of the mean field parameter is
that of a process in which at each period of time the parameter Kpnq is changed and a
different Floquet operator is in fact introduced. It seems remarkable that a delocalized
regime comes out even if each one of the Floquet operators which are involved during
the dynamics would generate dynamical localization if taken separately. The reason
can be clarified through the following argument: let us consider the Floquet operators
ÛF pnq and ÛF pn ` 1q corresponding to two consecutive periods of evolution , whose
eigenstates and quasienergies are t|ψα y, µα u and tφβ y, νβ u respectively. Given the
state |ψpnqy we have that
|ψpn ` 2qy “ ÛF pnqÛF pn ` 1q|ψp nqy
ÿ
ÿ
“
e´iµα |ψα yxψα | e´iνβ |φβ yxφβ |ψpnqy
α

ÿ
“

(4.1.9)

β
´iµα ´iνβ

e

|ψα yxψα |φβ yxφβ |ψpnqy.

α,β

It is known from Random Matrix Theory that despite ÛF pnq and ÛF pn ` 1q are
originated from a small variation of a parameter in the Hamiltonian, their eigenstates
can be dramatically different. It follows that the matrix xψα |φβ y, which is the identity
one in absence of interaction, is a random one and therefore localization is broken.
Let us finally remark that a fundamental role in the power-law heating mechanism
is played by the mean field parameter, whose properties change as the heating process
change from subdiffusive to diffusive. In Appendix E we go through the comparison
between the energy evolution and the dynamics of the mean field parameter.

4.2

Signatures of subdiffusion and anomalous thermalization for large L

In the previous section we have shown, via a mean field calculation, that delocalization
is characterized by a power-law growth of the kinetic energy which is subdiffusive in
part of the space of couplings pJ{k̄, K{k̄q. Although this approach is exact only in the
fully-connected model when L Ñ 8, the subdiffusive heating dynamics has properties
similar to those we have found in the case of three rotors: in particular we refer to
the existence of a stable power-law subdiffusive regime for small values of J{k̄ and
K{k̄, which becomes diffusive as they are increased. Moreover, we have seen that the
subdiffusive heating is accompanied, in the case L “ 3, by a non Gaussian distribution
of the off-diagonal and diagonal elements of the kinetic energy operator matrix. In
this section we present results obtained by applying full exact diagonalization to the
study of the system in the case L ą 3 with nearest neighbor interactions in order to
shed some light on the possible origin of their subdiffusion.
We start our analysis by showing that the localized region reduces as L is increased.
To this purpose we computed the averaged ratio xry for L “ 3, 4, 5. The result is
plotted in Figure 4.3 at the fixed value J{k̄ “ 0.3: it emerges that the interval of values
of K{k̄ in which xry is close to the Poisson value, suggesting dynamical localization,
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Figure 4.3: The average ratio xry is plotted for J{k̄ “ 0.3 with L “ 3, 4, 5. The
localized region, corresponding to xry » 0.386.. smoothly disappears as L is increased.
The values have been obtained by averaging over the results got from different M ;
the errorbars have been computed as the standard deviation of the available data.
The largest errorbars correspond to the cases in which a complete convergence in M
cannot be achieved. Other parameters: k̄ “ 5.0.

is shorter as L is increased 2 . Note also that the region in which xry assumes an
intermediate value reduces as well, revealing that the only phase which remains in the
thermodynamic limit is the delocalized one.
Concerning the growth of the kinetic energy, in the delocalized region we observe
a fast, linear growth for L “ 4. Close to the localization – delocalization transition
line relative to L “ 4 and we find instead that the kinetic energy of the rotors grows
as a power-law. We observe at the same time that the distribution of the matrix
elements is not in agreement with Random Matrix Theory predictions, confirming
what we found in the case L “ 3 as discussed in section 3.2.2. Unfortunately the
natural question about the fate of this subdiffusion for L Ñ 8 cannot be directly
studied for L ą 4 since a sufficiently large truncation is not numerically accessible.
Nevertheless the anomalous properties of the matrix elements distributions mentioned
above are found to survive for higher values of L up to a finite truncation M ˚ . We are
performing further research is being to understand the large-L limit of the system as
K{k̄ and J{k̄ are changed. In the following paragraph we study a case in which the
dynamics of the system is ergodic, while a case in which anomalous properties emerge
is discussed in Paragraph 4.2.2.

2

The maximum values of M we can access diminish as L increases. In particular, for L “ 3, . . . 8
we have Mmax “ 51, 23, 13, 7, 5, 5 respectively. At a given M we have dimHL “ M L {p4Lq. This
limitation restricts the possibility of studying the exact dynamics of the system.
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Figure 4.4: The linear growth of the kinetic energy is shown for L “ 4 with M “
21, 23. The dashed line has slope α “ 1. Other parameters k̄ “ 5.0.

4.2.1

Ergodic regime

The ergodic regime is observed by choosing large values for J{k̄ and K{k̄. In this
paragraph we set J{k̄ “ K{k̄ “ 2.0 unless differently specified. As anticipated above
we first show that the growth of the kinetic energy is linear in time, as it emerges
from the traces plotted in Fig,ure 4.4: we set L “ 4 and use M “ 21, 23. The slope
of the dashed line is one, to confirm our result.
Now we focus on the properties of the kinetic energy operator matrix, starting our
analysis from the distribution of the off-diagonal elements, as we did in the previous
chapter. In the inset (a) of Figure 4.5 we show that the distributions are Gaussian
and independent from the truncation M once they have been normalized to their
variances. In the inset (b) we show that the distributions do not change also at larger
sizes L: in order to reach L “ 8 we set M “ 5. The different curves correspond to
different L. A Gaussian distribution is plotted with a dashed line as a guide to the
eye.
Let us now focus on the variances of these distributions obtained at different L
with M “ 5: the ETH predicts that the fluctuations of the off-diagonal elements
should scale as fast as the inverse of the
? square root of the Hilbert space dimension:
in Figure 4.6 we plot the quantity σL dimHL for different choices of J{k̄ and K{k̄
for verifying this condition. In particular we start from K{k̄ “ 2.0, J{k̄ “ 2.0 and go
to smaller values. If ETH is satisfied we expect the following relation to hold:
a
σL dimHL „ const
(4.2.1)
as a function of L. We see that for large values of J{k̄ and K{k̄ the condition is
satisfied, but ceases to be true if the values of the parameters are decreased under
a certain threshold. The second statement contained in the ETH concerns the distribution of the diagonal elements and their fluctuations and allows to predict the
asymptotic behavior of the system.
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Figure 4.5: (a): Distribution of the off-diagonal elements tp2αβ u for L “ 4 and different
truncations. (b): Distribution of the off-diagonal elements tp2αβ u for L “ 3, . . . 8. For
all the curves M “ 5. We plot a Gaussian distribution with a dashed line as guide to
the eye. Parameters: K{k̄ “ J{k̄ “ 2.0, k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 4.6: The scaling of the variance of the off-diagonal elements distribution is
plotted as a function of L. Bottom lines (full dots) agree with Eq. (4.2.1), showing
that ETH is satisfied. The top line (yellow empty dots) corresponds to a case in which
the system exhibits anomalous thermalization. Other parameters M “ 5, k̄ “ 5.0.

Figure 4.7: Distribution of the p2αα ’s for L “ 5, . . . 8 and M “ 5. The x axis values
have been normalized to the infinite-temperature energy EpT Ñ 8q to make the
center of the distribution more clear. Inset (a): the ratio between the infinite time
energy and the infinite-temperature one is plotted against M to show that ergodicity
is satisfied independently from the local truncation. Inset (b): the inverse
? of the
variance, computed as the height of the distributions, increases linearly with dimHL .
Parameters: K{k̄ “ J{k̄ “ 2.0, k̄ “ 5.0.
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The distribution of the diagonal matrix elements is plotted in Figure 4.7 for different sizes of the system and M “ 5: the distributions are centered around the
infinite-temperature energy. This first observation is in agreement with the ETH, according to which all the Floquet eigenstates belong to the microcanonical energy shell
corresponding to an infinite temperature. As a consequence of this first result, the
system is ergodic in the sense that the asymptotic state is the infinite-temperature
one, independently from the initial condition: as an example we plot in the inset (a)
the ratio between the asymptotic average energy and the infinite-temperature one,
which is IpM q “ 1 for both L “ 4, 5 in the limit of large truncation values M .
The second observation deriving from Figure 4.7 is that the width of the distributions diminishes as L is increased: this is related to the ETH, according to which the
distribution is Gaussian with fluctuations scaling as the inverse of the square root of
the Hilbert space dimension. To verify this requirement we plot the inverse of the variance of the distribution against the square root of the Hilbert space in the inset (b).
The inverse of the variance coincides with the height
?of the probability distribution in
the Gaussian case. The relation between 1{σL and dimHL is linear, confirming that
the distributions are Gaussian and their fluctuations satisfy the scaling predicted by
the ETH.
The results we have just shown are the same for different choices of K{k̄ Á 1.0
and J{k̄ Á 1.0. We have therefore verified what follows: first, that the system is
ergodic, in the sense that diagonal matrix elements are distributed in such a way that
the asymptotic state is the infinite-temperature one independently on the initial state.
Second, that ETH predictions concerning fluctuations and the consequent equivalence
between the microncanonical average and a single eigenstate expectation are valid for
large values of J{k̄ and K{k̄.

4.2.2

Anomalous regime

We move now to the analysis of the system in a case in where anomalous properties
are present. We consider again Figure 4.6: it emerges that by decreasing K{k̄ and J{k̄
the fluctuations of the off-diagonal elements decrease slower than the square root of
dimHL , explaining the positive slope of the curves corresponding to K{k̄ “ 1.0, J{k̄ “
1.0 and K{k̄ “ 1.1, J{k̄ “ 0.3 (full and empty circular dots, respectively). We focus
in particular on the behavior of the system in this last case.
In order to understand the origin of this slow scaling of the variances we compute
the corresponding distributions: the results are plotted in Figure 4.8. We have set
M “ 5 and standardized the distributions. We remarkably notice that in this case
the distributions are not Gaussian, in contrast to what we found in the previous case.
This behavior seems to be independent on L, since the distributions do not change
significantly for different values of L. In order to check that this feature is not a
fictitious effect of the Hilbert space truncation we computed the same distribution for
L “ 4, 5 for different values of M . The results are plotted in Figure 4.9: the inset
(a) contains the distributions for L “ 4, the inset (b) those for L “ 5. In both cases
the distributions coincide for different values of M and keep a non Gaussian shape in
the tails. Moreover, the fluctuations decrease for different values of M not as rapidly
as they should according to ETH:
? this is shown in Figure 4.10 where the variance of
the distribution, multiplied by dimHL , is plotted against the size of the system for
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Figure 4.8: The distribution of the off-diagonal elements tp2αβ u of the kinetic energy
operator is computed for L “ 3, . . . 8 with K{k̄ “ 1.1 and J{k̄ “ 0.3. For all the
curves M “ 5. The curves in the plot are standardized but, differently from the
previous case, the distributions are not Gaussian. We plot a Gaussian distribution
with a dashed line as a guide to the eye. The elements p2αβ are chosen such that the
difference between the quasienergies α ´ β is sufficiently small. Other parameters
k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 4.9: The distribution of the off-diagonal elements tp2αβ u of the kinetic energy
operator is computed for L “ 4, 5 with K{k̄ “ 1.1 and J{k̄ “ 0.3. In panel (a) L “ 4
and M “ 7, . . . , 23. In panel (b) L “ 5 and M “ 5, . . . , 13. Other parameters k̄ “ 5.0.
M “ 11.
It is remarkable that this distribution of the off-diagonal elements is accompanied
by a power-law subdiffusive growth of the kinetic energy. We show this behavior for
L “ 4: in Figure 4.11 we plot the kinetic energy of the system as a function of time in
the case L “ 4; the choice of different values of M is necessary, as we have shown for
L “ 3, to ensure that the behavior we observe is physical and not due to the artificial
truncation.
We conclude our analysis by looking at the distribution of the diagonal matrix
elements to compare these results with those obtained in the ergodic case. In Figure
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Figure 4.10: The variance of the distribution of the off-diagonal elements tp2αβ uof
the kinetic energy operator is computed for M “ 5, . . . , 13 with K{k̄ “ 1.1 and
J{k̄
? “ 0.3. The curves have a positive slope since the variances are multiplied by
dimHL , revealing for each M that the decrease is not as fast as predicted by ETH.
Other parameters k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 4.11: The subdiffusive growth of the kinetic energy is shown for L “ 4. Different
values of M show that the trajectory converges for longer interval of times as M is
increased. The power-law exponent is α “ 0.688265 ˘ 0.005236. Other parameters
k̄ “ 5.0.
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Figure 4.12: The diagonal matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator are plotted
for M “ 5 and L “ 5, ..., 8 and L “ 4 with M “ 23. Note the distributions do not
change in height and width as we found in the ergodic case, see Figure 4.7. Other
parameters: K{k̄ “ 1.1, J{k̄ “ 0.3, k̄ “ 5.0.
4.12 the distribution of the diagonal matrix elements is plotted for different values of
L with M “ 5 and with M “ 23 in the case L “ 4. The last curve is to show that the
distribution is independent on M at least for L “ 4.
We note two features which reveal that the system does not obey ETH, differently
from the ergodic case: the distributions do not exhibit a scaling of their width as
the dimension of the Hilbert space increases. On the contrary, in the previous case
in which ETH was satisfied we showed that the fluctuations decrease exponentially
with L (see Figure 4.7). The second element is that the width is much larger than the
distribution in the ergodic case: in this way it is clear that the expectation value of the
kinetic energy taken on a single eigenstate is not sufficient to obtain the microcanonical
expectation value.
We can conclude by saying that we have shown that an anomalous diffusive behavior is present also in the case L “ 4 close to the transition line which separates
the localized and the delocalized phases. This power-law is accompanied, for the parameters we investigated, by anomalous properties of the distributions of the kinetic
energy operator matrix elements: since these distribution preserve their properties as
L is increased we may argue that also for higher sizes of the system a subdiffusive
regime may be found. In this paragraph we have chosen two points in the parameter
space and studied the properties of the system in these cases, but further research
would be needed to understand how the behavior of the system changes as a function
of K{k̄ and J{k̄.
Two final comments are in order: the first regards the anomalous properties of
the operator matrix we have presented. They have already observed in other systems
[139, 64, 143]: in these cases, as in our system, features revealing anomalous thermalization have been observed close to the critical value of the disorder in a many-body
localized spin chain. The difference with our system is the absence of a conserved
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quantity, showing that this phenomenon applies to a more general class of systems,
and the absence of disorder: indeed, in our case the anomalous heating and thermalization mechanisms are built into the nonlinear Hamiltonian. The fact that other
nonlinear systems displays anomalous thermalization [144, 145] reveals that indeed
this phenomenon may be characterized by some universal feature which would be
interesting to study.
The second comment concerns the intermediate heating process and its correlation
with the distribution of the off-diagonal matrix elements and, more in general, with
the ETH: in a different system the question has already been posed [53], even though
a solution is missing. Our outlook is to focus on the properties of the eigenstates,
whose structure is responsible both for the anomalous spreading of a localized initial
state in the angular momentum representation (kinetic energy subdiffusion) and for
the distribution of the operator matrix.

4.3

Summary of the results

In this Chapter we have presented the results concerning the system at large values of
L. By means of a mean field calculation we have predicted the heating behavior of the
system in the fully-connected model: it is remarkable that the local heating process
follows a power-law growth of the kinetic energy analogous to the one observed in the
case with L “ 3. Then, we have performed an analysis, based on exact diagonalization, to infer the thermalization properties of the system as the number of rotors is
increased. We have found that for high values of the kick parameters the dynamics
of the system is characterized by a linear growth of the kinetic energy; the system
is ergodic, in the sense that the infinite-temperature state is reached independently
on the initial state and the ETH is satisfied. We checked this property by analyzing
the distribution of the diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements of the kinetic energy
operator.
Remarkably, we have shown that, for L “ 4, the system exhibits anomalous heating in the proximity of the localization–delocalization transition line; this phenomenon
is accompanied by anomalous distributions of the elements of the kinetic energy operator matrix. Most interestingly, we have shown that these properties do not change
with L. Even though further research is needed for a complete understanding of
this observation we argue that a region in parameters space in which the system is
characterized by an anomalous heating may be found in the limit of large values of L.
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Conclusions
This Thesis has been devoted to the study of L coupled quantum kicked rotors. In
contrast with the behavior of the QKR, which is always dynamically localized, a very
rich phenomenology arises when interactions are added to the single rotor model. First
of all, we have observed two distinct phases, a dynamically localized and a delocalized
one. The observation of a localized phase is in contrast with the behavior of its classical
counterpart; moreover it violates the common definition of quantum chaos, according
to which a chaotic classical system behaves chaotically in the quantum limit.
We have explained the presence of these two phases with the original mapping
introduced in Section 3.1: we have shown that the dynamical localization in our
rotors model is equivalent to the time independent Anderson localization occurring
in an L-dimensional disordered lattice. This result, valid for each L ě 3, has given
generality to our exact-diagonalization calculations relative to the case L “ 3. Note
that interactions play a fundamental role in determining the structure of the lattice in
the time-independent model. By setting interactions to zero the procedure described
by the mapping can in principle still be applied: nevertheless, in this case the time
independent model would not describe the hopping of a particle in an L-dimensional
lattice, but rather L copies of a particle hopping in a one dimensional disordered
lattice. A first issue which could be investigated as a prosecution of this work is a
deeper analysis of the mapping for individuating the critical kick strength at which
the transition takes place. Moreover, this procedure may be extended to different
periodically driven models to test the existence of a localized phase. Indeed, the key
ingredients which need to be verified are the presence of a random, or proper quasi
random, local disorder and a short-range hopping term: their computation does not
require the full diagonalization of the Hamiltonian and therefore it may constitute
a valid starting point for a general understanding of the dynamical propertis of the
model.
The study of the dynamical phases of the coupled kicked rotor model, predicted
by the mapping, has been the focus of the rest of our work. Different quantities have
been used for determining the localized phase and the corresponding results have been
found in agreement among each other: focusing on a parameters interval in which the
averaged level spacing ratio satisfies xry » rP OI we have observed that the IPR is
independent on the local truncation. Accordingly, the exact dynamics has showed
that the kinetic energy reaches a saturation value. The non thermal behavior of the
system in this phase has been investigated by checking the ratio between the diagonal
ensemble expectation value of the kinetic energy and its microcanonical average. The
ratio of these two quantities, far from being equal to one, decreases as a power law
as the Hilbert space dimension is increased: recalling that according to ETH, it is
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instead expected to be equal to one, we have proven that the ETH assumptions are
violated. Although this investigation has been carried out for L “ 3 an interval in
which xry » rP OI has been found also for larger values of L; nevertheless numerical
limitations to the local truncation have prevented to extend the same analysis to
L ą 3.
The localized phase disappears as the kick parameters are increased and we enter
in the delocalized phase, as we have shown in Chapter 3. The first signature revealing
the presence of the different phase has been xry » rGOE . At the same time we have
observed a power law scaling of the IPR with the Hilbert space dimension and an
unbounded growth of the kinetic energy. Surprisingly, the analysis of these quantities
has revealed a non-trivial behavior of the system in the delocalized phase. In agreement with other recent results [144, 145, 146, 138, 139, 64] we have found that far
from being trivial and structureless, the delocalized phase is characterized by peculiar
properties: they can help us understand thermalization process and ergodicity in nonintegrable quantum systems. To this purpose, we have first investigated the behavior
of the delocalized system far from the transition line in the parameters space. We
have found that, for L “ 3, the system is thermal and ergodic: the expectation value
of the kinetic energy computed via the diagonal ensemble tends to the microcanonical, infinite temperature one as the parameters are increased. Then we have studied
the structure of the Floquet eigenstates in order to investigate the ergodicity of the
system: the averaged IPR scales inversely with the dimension of the Hilbert space,
revealing that the system is ergodic [95].
A remarkable result has been found instead close to the transition line: indeed
we have shown that anomalous thermalization signatures emerge. The anomalous
ergodicity appears from the scaling of the IPR: it obeys a power law with an exponent
δ2 ă 1, indicating a multi-fractal structure of the Floquet eigenstates. The analysis
of the distribution of the inverse participation ratios of the eigenstates has revealed
that their behavior is not homogeneous, due to the presence of power law tails in their
distributions (see Figure 3.12). This feature disappears by increasing the values of
the parameters, restoring the ergodicity of the system. The anomalous thermalization
manifests itself in the ratio between the diagonal and microcanonical expectation
values of the kinetic energy, which is less than one. This result is related to the previous
one, but we prefer to distinguish them: let us remark that in fact the anomalous
structure of the eigenstates is responsible not only for the infinite time dynamics,
namely the thermalization process, but it may also exhibit some effects at intermediate
times.
Indeed, a peculiarity that we have found in the dynamics in our model is a subdiffusive growth of the kinetic energy: we have observed it for different values of the
interaction strengths in a region adjacent the transition line. Although we do not have
found yet a precise explanation for this observation, we have shown that it emerges in
the same region in which anomalous ergodicity is observed. In particular, the power
law exponent α increases with the interaction strength and remain constant changing
the kick parameter K. In order to investigate a possible connection between the structure of the eigenstates and this power law growth we have computed the distribution
of the off diagonal matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator. We have found
that the distribution is not Gaussian; moreover, it tends to a Gaussian one as α Ñ 1.
Further research is needed for a complete understanding of this phenomenon but nev72

ertheless we remark that this work may offer the possibility to relate the definition of
quantum ergodicity to the intermediate time dynamics of a system and not only to
its infinite time ones. Moreover, the study of the interface between the localized and
the delocalized phase presents several connection to different quantum model: from
the above mentioned anomalous thermalization works [138, 139, 64], to recent ones
concerning the observation of a localized phase in disorder-free systems [147, 148].
The study of the transition from localized to delocalized phases in finite size systems
is also related to the possibility to shed a light on the quantum-to-classical transition
in chaotic systems. Indeed there is no a clear answer to the question if a KAM-like
threshold can be found in quantum systems [20]; also, it would be remarkable to
connect the subdiffusive power law that we have observed in the coupled rotors, or
similar phenomena in different quantum models, to the Arnold diffusion observed in
quasi-integrable classical systems with N ą 2 degrees of freedom in the proximity of
the regular-to-chaotic transition.
The results illustrated so far refer to the case L “ 3. We have continued our
analysis in order to investigate the case of larger values of L. From the analysis of the
average level spacing ratio we have found that the localized region disappears as L is
increased, confirming similar results found also in a different model [148]. In our case,
the explanation has been provided by an extension of the mapping to the case L Ñ 8
[63]; moreover, this result has been confirmed by a mean field analysis of the model in
its fully connected version. We have shown that dynamical localization is absent but,
remarkably, the kinetic energy growth is subdiffusive, similarly to the one observed
with L “ 3. An analysis of the system in the case L ą 3 has been carried out via exact
diagonalization in the attempt to connect the subdiffusive behaviors observed with the
mean field and in the case L “ 3. The subdiffusive energy growth has been directly
observed only for L “ 4. Nevertheless it has been possible to study the ergodicity and
the thermalization of the system up to L “ 8 by focusing on the distributions of the
matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator. We have analyzed two specific cases:
in the first we expected to find an ergodic behavior and ETH. In the second instead
we have observed anomalous signatures thermalization and ergodicity. In particular
in this last case we have observed non-Gaussian distributions both for the diagonal
and off-diagonal matrix elements of the kinetic energy operator: remarkably, these
distributions coincide at different values of L. Moreover, we have checked the scaling
of the fluctuations
? by varying L: the scaling of variance is slower than the one predicted
by ETH (σ „ 1{ dimH) and thus reveals a regime of anomalous thermalization. This
result completes the observation of the non-Gaussian distributions already discussed
in the case L “ 3. Since we have not proven a relation between these anomalous
distributions and the subdiffusive power law we cannot state that the slow heating
regime survives in the limit of large L. Nevertheless these observations reveal the
persisting of some anomalous features even in the limit in which the transition from
localization to delocalization disappears: the interpretations of these features will be
object of further research.
A final remark concerns a possible experimental realization of our model. The longtime coherent dynamics of our coupled rotors model can be realized in the framework
of ultracold atoms in optical lattices [149, 150, 151] and superconducting quantum
circuits [152]. Although a pulsed field can be realized in single-particle models [112],
pulsed interactions are not easy to engineer. Nevertheless, as well as the single rotor
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case the localization physics does not change when a sinusoidal driving is applied [153]
we suggest to replace pulsed interactions with modulated ones. Indeed, driven short
range interactions can be engineered by means of Feschbach resonances in the ultracold
atoms framework, and through SQUIDS in a time-dependent magnetic field in the case
of superconducting circuits. We hope that these results may contribute to provide a
general characterization of the anomalous ergodic behavior of delocalized systems in
the proximity of a localization–delocalization transition, both at intermediate as well
as at infinite times.
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Appendix A

Classical coupled kicked rotors
In this Appendix we discuss the behavior of the classical counterparts of the model
defined in Eq. (4.1.1). We indicate the angle and momentum variables relative to the
i rotor at time n as tθin , pni u.
A useful frame for understanding the dynamics of our models is provided by the
seminal work of Nehkhoroshev (see Ref. [122]) and other works (see Refs. [118, 119])
about the classical dynamics of our system. For reader’s convenience we review some
known results and apply them to our models.
The kicked rotor model Hamiltonian can be written as
H “ H0 pθ, pq ` K HI pθ, p; tq

(A.1)

where H0 is an integrable Hamiltonian and HI breaks the integrability of the system
with a strength given by K. It is relevant that both H0 and HI are periodic in θ.
For a system with two degrees of freedom, like the single rotor, we have seen in
Section that for K ă Kc there are regions in the phase space in which the trajectories
keep being closed (this result is in agreement with the KAM theory, as discussed in
Section 2.1. The phase space is therefore divided in several regions by these trajectories
and the dynamics of the system is not ergodic. The system exhibits, as already
discussed, classical dynamical localization.
Nekhoroshev’s theorem deals with the dynamics of a system with an Hamiltonian
like the one defined in Eq. A.1 with more than two degrees of freedom. It states that,
given an initial condition for the momentum variables tp0i u1ďiďN , one finds [118]
||pn ´ p0 || ă K α

(A.2)

for n ă n˚ . We have n˚ „ 1{K expt1{K β u, β „ 1{ppolynomial function of N q and
α ą 0. This is the same mechanism which allows the orbits of planets to remain
stable in very long times: this should emphasize that if K ! 1 the time during which
condition in Eq. (A.2) is satisfied can be very long. After this time the trajectories of
the system become unstable: their localization in the phase space is broken and the
dynamics becomes ergodic.
For time independent Hamiltonians this means that the trajectories span the whole
energy shell: averages can be computed using the micro-canonical ensemble.
For a time dependent Hamiltonian, the energy is not conserved and thus the
trajectories will spread in all the phase space. This means that the system heats
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Figure A.1: The time evolution of Epnq is plotted together with the curve n as a
guide to the eye to show the diffusive growth of the kinetic energy of the system. The
diffusion coefficient is Dclass „ K 2 {4 “ 6.25: this is the expected value for the single
kicked rotor and it is the same for all the values of J, since the curves are superposed.
Nrotors “ 100 in the simulations.
without a bound and thermalizes at T “ 8: this is indeed the case of our system, in
which the kick breaks the integrability of the Hamiltonian.
Now we numerically check this delocalization process for the two cases we are
studying, the long range and the short range interacting ones. Since we are interested
in the dynamics at long times we choose amplitudes of the kick (namely the parameters
K and J in Hamiltonian of (Eq. 2.21) for which the time n˚ is negligible.
We focus on the classical dynamics in the case of infinite-range interactions. It
is possible to integrate exactly the Hamilton equations for each rotor over a period,
and obtain a map for the stroboscopic evolution of the system: restricting to discrete
times tn “ n we have
„

ÿ
J
n`1
n
n
n
n
pi
“ pi ` K sin θi ´
sinpθi ´ θj q ,
(A.3)
pN ´ 1q j‰i
θin`1 “ θin ` pn`1
.
i

(A.4)

We consider many realizations of the dynamics of the system sampling different initial
conditions; they are chosen giving a uniformly random angle to each rotor and setting
p0i “ 0 @i “ 1...N . We focus on the time-evolution of the kinetic energy per rotor
averaged over the ensemble of the initial conditions
Epnq “

N
1 ÿ n 2
pp q .
2N i“1 i

(A.5)

This quantity is proportional to the variance of the momenta distribution in time and
then gives information on the spreading in time of this distribution.
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Figure A.2: The time evolution of Epnq is plotted; the two regimes, the subdiffusive
and diffusive one, are clearly distinguishable in the log-log scale. Nrotors “ 100 in the
simulations.
In the numerical simulations that follow we set N “ 100: this number of rotors is
sufficient to avoid boundary effects and simulate the N Ñ 8 limit.
In the ergodic regime the time and space correlations between the angles of the
rotors rapidly decay to zero (as it always occurs in chaos [154, 155]): this implies in
particular that
1
xcospθin ´ θjn q cospθim1 ´ θjm1 qy “ δn m pδi i1 δj 1 j ` δi j 1 δi1 j q,
2

(A.6)

where the average is taken over the ensemble of the initial conditions. Now we consider
the following expression for the momentum at time n
pni

n´1
ÿ„

“

K

sin θiτ

τ “0


ÿ
J
τ
τ
´
sinpθi ´ θj q .
pN ´ 1q j‰i

(A.7)

By squaring it and using Eq. A.6 we obtain the following coefficient describing the
linear increase of the kinetic energy for the long-range interacting model:
1
Dlr “
4

ˆ
K2 `

J2
N ´1

˙
.

(A.8)

Note that for N " 1 the diffusion coefficient coincides with the single-rotor one
for K ą Kc . In Figure A.1 this property is clearly shown: Epnq, computed at fixed
K “ 5.0 but different values of J “ 0, 2.5, 5, always shows the same behaviour, growing
linearly in time with the same angular coefficient.
A remarkable difference emerges for K ă Kc : in this case the single rotor manifests dynamical localization, while the presence of an interaction induces a growth
of the kinetic energy which starts being only subdiffusive and becomes diffusive after
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Figure A.3: In this figure the time evolution of Epnq is plotted with K “ 0.5 and J “ 1.
As the number of rotors is increased the diffusion coefficient grows approaching the
asymptotic value (N “ 100 rotors). Nevertheless the exact value of the diffusion
coefficient in Eq. A.9 is reached for K Á 2.
a transient (see Ref. [119] for the same phenomenon in a different model). This behaviour is perfectly consistent with the Nekhoroshev theorem [118] and we show it in
Figure. A.2 by plotting the evolution of Epnq for different values of K.
The classical behavior of the short-ranged model is very similar. With analogous
calculations we find that the diffusion coefficient for the kinetic energy, in absence of
correlations and with N Ñ 8, is
ˆ
˙
1
J2
2
Dsr “
K `
.
(A.9)
4
2
With small N (like the cases N “ 2, 3 we consider in the text for the quantum model)
finite size effects [118] reduce the diffusion coefficient as it is shown in Figure A.3.
Moreover, some corrections due to correlations modify the diffusion coefficient, as it
has been seen in Ref. [125] for two rotors; they disappear for J Á 2.
To conclude, we have shown that a classical interacting rotors model exhibits
an ergodic behavior and, at long times, a linear growth of the kinetic energy: this
characteristic is manifested for all the values of K and J, independently from the
number of rotors.
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Appendix B

Exact diagonalization code
In this Appendix we describe the steps of the exact diagonalization code.
States counting
Suppose we have L sites and each site can be in one of M possible states: the total
Hilbert space has dimension D “ M L .
We have to define and assign an order to the M L states. We work in the angular
momentum basis in which a global state is characterized by the local state on each
site: we have that the mth state is |my ” pm1 , m2 , ...mL q and its position is
m“

L´1
ÿ

mi`1 M i ,

(B.1)

i“0

namely the configuration of the mth state is given by its decomposition in the M -basis.
This choice provides an immediate way to compute the matrix elements corresponding
to the single and interaction kick. Indeed, we want to compute the states resulting
from a kick applied the jth rotor, starting from the state |my. In this case the local
basis is the momentum basis and the integer-valued momentum assigned to each state
is
m̂j |mj y “ pp1 ´ M q{2 ` mj q|mj y.
(B.2)
In this basis the cos θ̂j operator is represented as
cos θ̂j “

`8
1 ÿ
p|myxm ` 1|j ` |m ` 1yxm|j q.
2 m“´8

(B.3)

it follows that applying the operator cos θ̂j the state |my is transformed in two states
with identifying numbers n` and n´ such that, in principle, the components of the
jth site will be respectively nj ˘ 1. Due to the choice made in eq.(B.1) we have that
m`p´q “ m ˘ M j´1 .

(B.4)

Note that if mj is zero pM ´ 1q the numbers n´p`q don’t correspond to any state of
the Hilbert space. With this procedure the hopping elements can be computed with
DM operations plus an initial normalization instead of D2 necessary to find all the
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correspondences between the states. Moreover there is no need to keep track of the
configurations of all the states since they are encoded in the representative number
and can be easily computed when needed.
Parity symmetry
Given a state |ny and its local states decomposition tni u1ďiďNrot the inversion of the
momentum on each sites corresponds to the local transformation
ni Ñ d ´ ni .

(B.5)

P̂ |ny “ |n1 y ” |D ´ 1 ´ ny .

(B.6)

This means that
It follows that the states labeled with n P r0, pD ´ 1q{2s are connected to the following
ones via the action of P̂ and connected states are symmetrically ordered. Of course
P̂ 2 “ 1, therefore a basis diagonal under P̂ can be built by taking
1
|vα y “ ? p|ny ˘ P̂ |nyq.
2

(B.7)

The Hamiltonian can be computed directly in this basis by observing that, if |n1 y “
Ĥ|ny also P̂ |n1 y “ Ĥ P̂ |ny since rĤ, P̂ s “ 0. It will be sufficient to compute how Ĥ
acts on the first M “ D{2 ` 1 states of the initial basis to know the action of the
symmetrized vectors |vα y.
The idea is that each basis vector |vy in the symmetric subspace of the parity
operator can be written as
|vy “ |ny ` P̂ |ny,
(B.8)
with n ď M . It follows that, given two eigenstates of P̂ |vα y and |vβ y, we can find
?
?
n, m ă M such that |vα y “ p|ny ` P̂ |nyq{ 2 and p|vβ y “ |my ` P̂ |myq{ 2. What
follows is that
Hαβ “ xvα |Ĥ|vβ y “ xn|Ĥ|my.
(B.9)
From a practical point of view for each state |ny we compute the outcoming vectors
and their identifying numbers automatically return the indexes of the nonvanishing
matrix elements. We must also take into account the possibility that |n1 y “ Ĥ|ny
and n1 ą M : in this case it will exist a vector |ñ1 y such that P̂ |ñ1 y “ |n1 y and the
corresponding matrix element to be considered will be Hñ1 n , with ñ1 “ D ´ n1 .
A very last issue is related to the normalization of the states, since Eq. B.9 holds
only if the two states have the same normalization factor. The only case in which this
condition is not valid is if one of the two is a state parity invariant |n˚y “ P̂ |n˚y. In
this case we have
?
Hα β “ 2Hm n˚ .
(B.10)
Translational symmetry
Here we explain a way to reduce the Hamiltonian matrix to a subspace given by a set of
degenerate eigenstates of the translation operator T̂ . The method consists in defining
the isometry transforming the total Hilbert space H in H1 with a dimension D1 ă D.
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In particular, we will explain how to write the matrix, hereafter called V̂ , through
which this isometry can be implemented. The matrix V̂ is a D ˆ D1 dimensional one
in which each column corresponds to an eigenstate of the T̂ for a fixed, degenerate
eigenvalue.
The eigenvalue that we consider is λT̂ “ 1 (or, equivalently, the zero momentum
mode) since it offers a direct way to find the eigenvectors, avoiding the diagonalization
of the translation operator matrix. Indeed, given a state |ny in the canonical base of
the local states we can build what is called an invariant M -cycle |vy as
|vy “

M ´1
1 ÿ i
T̂ |ny
N i“0

(B.11)

where N provides the ?
proper normalization and M is such that T̂ M “ |ny. Observe
that M ď L and N “ M .
Eq. (B.11) provides a direct way for computing the desired eigenstates of the
translation operator: one simply has to generate the invariant cycles starting from the
canonical basis vectors |ny skipping during this operation the states already included
in a cycle.
This symmetry can be joined with the parity symmetry explained in the previous
paragraph: in this case, with the same exact procedure, one generates the invariant
cycles involving the parity-symmetrized states defined in Eq. (B.7). As discussed for
the Hamiltonian matrix elements, one build the cycle just looking at the vector with
n ď pD ` 1q{2 and considering the symmetric state ñ “ D ´ 1 ´ n1 if for some i it
should happen T i |ny “ n1 with n1 ą pD ` 1q{2.
A fast way of obtaining the translated states comes by remembering that a state
|ny is identified, in its local representation, by the decomposition in the d-dimensional
basis. If |ny ” pn0 , n2, ...nL´1 q it follows that
T̂ |ny “ pnL´1 , n0 , n2, ...nL´2 q “ |n1 y

(B.12)

with
n1 “ nL´1 `

Nÿ
´2

ni di`1 .

(B.13)

i“0

We have that
n1 “ nL´1 ` dpn ´ dL´1 pn div dL´1 qq.

(B.14)

The advantage of this method is that the translated state can be computed with a fixed
number of operations, independent on the size of the system and the full configuration
is not required.
Inversion symmetry
ˆ
The Hamiltonian also present a symmetry under the spatial
operation I.
řL´1inversion
i
Since the inversion operator commute with the operator i“0 T̂ it follows that in
the zero momentum mode of the translation operator also this symmetry must be
taken into account.
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Charge conservation
If K “ 0 the total momentum of the system, called Ptot , is conserved. From a
computational point of view it means that given a state in the local momentum basis
|ny ” pn0 , n2, ...nL´1 q the subspace to be considered is the one whose states satisfy
the condition
L´1
ÿ
d`1
ni “ Ptot ` L
,
(B.15)
2
i“0
where d is the truncating dimension of the local Hilbert space (remember that ni “ 0
corresponds to a local momentum value mi “ ´pd ´ 1q{2).
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Appendix C

Absence of localization in a
infinite dimensional lattice
The result presented in this Appendix has been obtained by Angelo Russomanno.
We show that an infinite dimensional disordered lattice is expected to never exhibit
Anderson localization. To this purpose we use the scaling theory of localization introduced in Ref. [62] which we briefly summarize to fix the notation. Consider a N
dimensional system with conductivity σ and linear size L and focus on the properties
of the dimensionless conductance g “ e~2 LN ´2 σ. We make the assumption that g only
depends on the scale L at which the system is probed and on the dimensionality N
and we start at some scale L0 where the dimensionless conductivity is g0 : we see how
g flows as L is increased. For that purpose it is crucial to focus on the properties
log g
of the logarithmic derivative βpgq ” dd log
L and in particular on its dependence on g:
knowing the form of βpgq and integrating this flow equation, the bulk behavior for
L Ñ 8 is obtained. It is possible to find the behavior of βpgq in the limits g ! 1 and
g " 1. When g ! 1 there is Anderson localization, and the conductance obeys the
law gpLq „ Ae´L{ξ for some localization length ξ: this relation implies
βpgq “ log g ` const .

(C.1)

In this limit, βpgq versus log g is a line whose slope is independent of the localization
length and equals 1. In the opposite limit of g " 1 there is Ohmic conductivity, σ does
not depend on L and βpgq “ N ´ 2. The question is how to interpolate between these
two limits. One can show [62, 156, 157] that, because of the quantum corrections to
the Ohm’s law, in the limit of large g it is
βpgq » N ´ 2 ´

CpN q
,
g

(C.2)

for some CpN q depending on the dimension. Connecting this large-g behavior with the
small-g linear one Eq. (C.1) in a continuous and derivable way, one gets a βpgq which
is always monotonously increasing. (The physical assumption behind this connection
is that at some point the “weak localization” due to the quantum corrections to the
Ohm’s law becomes the strong Anderson localization). Therefore, we always have
dβpgq
d log g ą 0. This gives rise to interesting consequences. For N ď 2 we find as a
consequence that βpgq “

d log g
d log L

ă 0 for all g: when larger and larger values of L
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are considered, whichever are the initial values L0 and g0 , they always flow towards
small values of g, the ones corresponding to Anderson localization. If instead N ą 2,
˚ where βpg ˚ q “ 0. For g ą g ˚ we have βpgq ą 0 and g ă g ˚
there is some value gN
N
N
N
˚ the system flows towards small values of g
implies βpgq ă 0. Therefore, if g0 ă gN
˚ the
for L Ñ 8 and there is Anderson localization in the bulk; if instead g0 ą gN
flow moves towards large values of g and there is an Ohmic behavior. Therefore for
N ą 2, the bulk of the system undergoes a localization/delocalization transition. We
have observed exactly this phenomenon in Section ?? for the model with three rotors
mapped over the N “ 3-dimensional disordered lattice Eq. (3.1.3): in this case K
˚ in the limit
played the role of g0 . Now we would like to explore the behavior of gN
N Ñ 8. To that purpose, we study the behavior of the conductivity: its quantum
corrections to the Ohmic behavior are [156, 157]
ż 1{l

dN Q 1
N
2
1{L p2πq Q
ˆ
˙
SN ´1
1
1
2e2
´
,
“ ´
π~p2πqN N ´ 2 lN ´2 LN ´2

δσpLq “ ´

e2
π~

where
SN ´1 “

2pπ{2qN {2
ΓpN {2q

(C.3)

(C.4)

is the measure of the N ´ 1-dimensional unit sphere and l is the classical mean-freepath in the disordered potential (its precise value is not important because it will
disappear in the next formulae). Using that gpLq “ e~2 LN ´2 pσp8q ` δσpLqq, we easily
find that βpgq has the form given in Eq. (C.2) with
CpN q “

pπ{2qN {2
.
p2πqN ΓpN {2q

(C.5)

Connecting Eq. (C.2) in a continuous and derivable way with the Anderson-localized
˚ is given by
behavior Eq. (C.1) valid at small g, we find that the critical value gN
ˆ
˙
2
1
1
˚
?
log gN “ ´N ` 3 ` log
,
(C.6)
π p2 2πqN ΓpN {2q
for N large enough. For N " 1, using the Stirling approximation for the Gamma
function, we find
?
˚
log gN
“ ´N ` 3 ` logp2{πq ´ N logp2 2πq
ˆ
˙„ ˆ
˙

N
N
´
` 1 log
`1 ´1 .
(C.7)
2
2
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Appendix D

Exactness of the mean field
approach in the fully connected
model
In this Appendix we demonstrate that xδ̂r δ̂s y Ñ 0 in the limit L Ñ 8 if we start from
a separable state at time n “ 0. We first observe that xδ̂r δ̂s y “ cpr, s; nq, where
cpr, s; nq “ xcos θ̂r pnq cos θ̂s pnqy ´ xcos θ̂r pnqyxcos θ̂s pnqy.

(D.1)

is the time dependent, spatial connected correlator between different rotors. Therefore
the relation xδ̂r δ̂s y Ñ 0 for L Ñ 8 means that the system does not develop spatial
correlation during the evolution in the thermodynamic limit.
We set k̄ “ 1; for simplicity we define α “ K{pL ´ 1q and then we set K “ 0:
without losing generality we are considering only the interacting part in the kick.
The scheme of the demonstration is the following: we expand the term xcos θ̂r pnq cos θ̂s pnqy
keeping the ones which are Op1{Lq. Some of the resulting terms are canceled out by
xcos θ̂r pnqyxcos θ̂s pnqy: we show that only a finite number of terms Op1{Lq remains:
therefore, they vanish in the thermodynamic limit.
Once we have demonstrated
the absence of spatial correlations we define the opˆ L “ 1{pL ´ 1q ř
erator ∆
δ̂
δ̂
:
r‰s r s it is the sum of fluctuation terms which appears in
Eq. (4.1.5). By applying the central limit theorem we show that it increases in a non
extensive way. Therefore, it brings negligible contributions to the Hamiltonian in the
thermodynamic limit.
As a first step we introduce some notation useful for the demonstration: we write
the one-period propagator as Û “ K̂ T̂ , with K̂ containing the kick part of the propagator and T̂ the kinetic one. We define K̂r “ eiα
have rT̂r , T̂s s “ rK̂r , K̂s s “ 0 @ r, s; also,

ř
s‰r

cospθ̂r ´θ̂s q

p̂2
r

C1,2 pθ̂r , θ̂s , p̂r q “ ˘re¯iα cospθ̂r ´θ̂s q , e¯i 2 s .

p̂2
r

and T̂r “ ei 2 . We

(D.2)

These commutators are bounded operators, since they come from unitary operators.
Moreover, one can easily deduce that ||C1,2 pθ̂r , θ̂s , p̂r q|| „ 1{pL ´ 1q from a first order
expansion of e¯iα cospθ̂r ´θ̂s q . In the next subsection we go through the expansion of the
term xcos θ̂r pnq cos θ̂s pnqy.
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Expansion of xcos θ̂r pnq cos θ̂s pnqy
Given the initial factorized state |Ψ0 y the expectation value of the product at time
n “ 2 is given by
ı
ı”
”
(D.3)
xΨ0 | pU : q2 cos θ̂r U 2 pU : q2 cos θ̂s U 2 |Ψ0 y .
The choice of n “ 2 is motivated by the fact that at this time correlations start to
develop. We focus on the content of the left squared brackets. First, we write Û and
Û : by using the definition given above. Then we simplify all the terms which freely
commute and what remains is the following:
T̂ : K̂r: T̂r: cos θ̂r T̂r K̂r T̂

(D.4)

The kinetic operator T̂ : on the right automatically simplifies with the relative term
T̂ in the right squared brackets so we neglect it. Also, we define |Ψ̃0 y “ T̂ |Ψ0 y so we
can restrict our study to the term K̂r: T̂r: cos θ̂r T̂r K̂r . In order to expand this term
we need to invert the operators Kr: T̂r: and T̂r K̂r respectively, so we need to compute
the two commutators rK̂r: , T̂r: s and rT̂r , K̂r s.
For the first commutator we have (we consider r “ L for simplicity but the generalization is straightforward):
rK̂L: , T̂L: s “ C1 pθ̂L , θ̂n , p̂L q

L´2
ź

e´iα cospθ̂L ´θ̂ν q `

(D.5)

ν“1
L´2
ÿ„

˜

n“1

n
ź

¸
e

´iα cospθ̂L ´θ̂ν q

˜
C1 pθ̂L , θ̂n , p̂L q

ν“1

L´2
ź

¸
e

´iα cospθ̂L ´θ̂µ q

.

µ“n`1

Also, for each term in the sum labeled by n we have:
˜
¸
n
ź
´iα cospθ̂L ´θ̂ν q
e
C1 pθ̂L , θ̂n , p̂L q
ν“1
˜
n´1
ź

“

¸ˆ
´iα cospθ̂L ´θ̂ν q

e

(D.6)

˙
C1 pθ̂L , θ̂n , p̂L qe´iα cospθ̂L ´θ̂n q ` ξ1 pθ̂L , θ̂n , p̂L q

ν“1

˜
“ C1 pθ̂L , θ̂n , p̂L q

n
ź

¸
e´iα cospθ̂L ´θ̂ν q

ν“1

n
ÿ

`

˜
ξ1 pθ̂L , θ̂ν , p̂L q

n
ź

¸
e´iα cospθ̂L ´θ̂µ q

µ‰ν

ν“1

2

` Op1{L q,
where
ξ1,2 pθ̂r , θ̂s , p̂r q “ ˘re¯iα cospθ̂r ´θ̂s q , C1,2 s .

(D.7)

Note that ξ1,2 is an operator whose norm is Op1{L2 q. The Op1{L2 q terms in the
last equation come from higher order commutators and we henceforth neglect them.
Therefore Eq. (D.5) can be rewritten as follows:
«
ff
L´1
n
ÿ
ÿ
:
:
rK̂L , T̂L s »
C1 pθ̂L , θ̂n , p̂L q `
ξ1 pθ̂L , θ̂ν , p̂L q K̂L: ,
(D.8)
n“1

ν“1
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An analogous result can be obtained for the commutator rT̂L , K̂L s:
«
ff
L´1
n
ÿ
ÿ
rT̂L , K̂L s » K̂L
C2 pθ̂L , θ̂n , p̂L q `
ξ2 pθ̂L , θ̂ν , p̂L q .
n“1

(D.9)

ν“1

The important point of Equations (D.8) and (D.9) is that the commutators can be
written as the sum of L´1 terms of order 1{pLq and pL´1q2 {2 terms of order Op1{L2 q,
up to higher order terms.
Now we can factorize the term K̂r: T̂r: cos θ̂r T̂r K̂r by using Equations (D.8)
and (D.9):
K̂r: T̂r: cos θ̂r T̂r K̂r
«˜
ÿ
“
T̂r: `
C1 pθ̂r , θ̂n , p̂r q `
n‰r

(D.10)
n
ÿ

K̂r

ÿ
`

ξ1 pθ̂r , θ̂ν , p̂r q K̂r:

cos θ̂r T̂r `

n
ÿ

C2 pθ̂r , θ̂m , p̂r q `

m‰r

“ T̂r:

ff

n‰r ,ν“1

cos θ̂r
˜
«
T̂r:

¸

¸ff
ξ2 pθ̂r , θ̂ν , p̂r q

n‰r ,ν“1

ÿ

C1 pθ̂r , θ̂n , p̂r q cos θ̂r

n‰r

` cos θ̂r
` cos θ̂r

ÿ

n
ÿ

C2 pθ̂r , θ̂m , p̂r q `

m‰r
n
ÿ

ξ1 pθ̂r , θ̂ν , p̂r q cos θ̂r

n‰r ,ν“1

ξ2 pθ̂r , θ̂ν , p̂r q.

n‰r ,ν“1

Analogously the right squared brackets term in Eq. (D.3) returns:
K̂s: T̂s: cos θ̂s T̂s K̂s
ÿ
“ T̂s: cos θ̂s T̂s `
C1 pθ̂s , θ̂n , p̂s q cos θ̂s `

(D.11)

n‰s

cos θ̂s

ÿ

n
ÿ

C2 pθ̂s , θ̂m , p̂s q `

m‰s

n‰s ,ν“1
n
ÿ

` cos θ̂s

ξ1 pθ̂s , θ̂ν , p̂s q cos θ̂s

ξ2 pθ̂s , θ̂ν , p̂s q.

n‰s ,ν“1

Now we multiply the results in Equations (D.10) and (D.11) keeping explicit only first
order terms and take the expectation values. At the zeroth order we have
xΨ̃0 |T̂r: cos θ̂r T̂r T̂s: cos θ̂s T̂s |Ψ̃0 y ,

(D.12)

which represents the evolution without kick and can be factorized. At the first order
we have two sums which provide respectively
ı
ÿ”
Σr “ xΨ̃0 |T̂r: cos θ̂r T̂r
C1 pθ̂s , θ̂n , p̂s q cos θ̂s ` cos θ̂s C2 pθ̂s , θ̂n , p̂s q |Ψ̃0 y
(D.13)
n‰s

and an analogous term Σs is defined. In an analogous way the sums of the second
order terms Π1,2 containing ξ1,2 must be considered.
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Op1{Lq terms in cpr, s; nq
We henceforth explain how the extensive sums Σr,s and Π1,2 reduce to a non extensive
amount of contributions in cpr, s; nq. We explain the mechanism for Σr,s but it equally
apply for the Π1,2 .
We indeed focus on cpr, s; nq and check which terms does not cancel out when we
take the difference xcos θ̂r pnq cos θ̂s pnqy ´ xcos θ̂r pnqyxcos θ̂s pnqy. Almost all the terms
in Σr,s can be factorized and therefore cancel out with equal contributions coming
from the product xcos θ̂r pnqyxcos θ̂s pnqy: the only exceptions are two terms with n “ r
in Σr and two with n “ s in Σs . Indeed we obtain four differences which do not
cancel, one of those is
xΨ̃0 |T̂r: cos θ̂r T̂r C1 pθ̂s , θ̂r , p̂s q cos θ̂s |Ψ̃0 y ´
xΨ̃0 |T̂r:

(D.14)

cos θ̂r T̂r |Ψ̃0 y xΨ̃0 |C1 pθ̂s , θ̂r , p̂s q cos θ̂s |Ψ̃0 y .

The three others terms have the same structure.
Therefore cpr, s; n “ 2q does not vanish because of a finite number of Op1{Lq
corrections (now we neglect the Op1{L2 q terms coming from ξ1,2 ): we have found
the first contributions in Equations (D.10) and (D.11). Also, we have found the
contributions Op1{Lq coming from Σr and Σs . At a time n ą 2 the number of these
contributions linearly increases, although it is always finite. Since, anyway, the limit
L Ñ 8 is taken before the evolution starts, the correlations are always going to zero
like 1{L: the final result we obtain is that xδ̂r δ̂s y Ñ xδ̂r yxδ̂s y in the thermodynamic
limit.
Central limit theorem and conclusion
ˆ L defined above.
According to the previous result, we concentrate on the operator ∆
Since xδ̂r δ̂s y “ xδ̂r yxδ̂s y its expectation value over the state |φpnqy is:

ÿ„
1
ˆ
xφpnq|∆L |φpnqy “
pxcos θ̂i y ´ χqpxcos θ̂j y ´ χqq
(D.15)
pL ´ 1q i‰j
Each of the two sums represents the fluctuations of a set of independent,
ř random variables: we can apply the central limit theorem and state that 1{pL ´ 1q i‰j pxcos θ̂i y ´
?
?
ˆ L |φpnqy „ L: since the fluctuation term in the
χq „ 1{ L. It follows that xφpnq|∆
Hamiltonian grows less than extensively it can be neglected in the thermodynamic
limit. We conclude that the mean field approach is therefore exact.
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Appendix E

Details about the mean field
analysis
In this Appendix we report some details concerning the dynamics of the mean field
parameter in order to show the features which make it different from a pure white
noise signal. We will indicate with  “ J{K. We focus on the analysis of the dynamics
of the following quantities:
1. the kinetic energy Epnq “ xp̂2 yn {2 averaged over the initial conditions (for each
evolution we define xp̂2 yn ” xψpnq| p̂2 |ψpnqy);
2. the power spectrum P pωq “ |ψrω |2 , where ψrω are the Fourier coefficients of
ψM F pnq;
cM F pω; n0 q|2 , where we define the correlator
3. the power spectrum Pac pω; n0 q “ |r
cM F pk; n0 q “ ψM F pn0 qψM F pn0 ` kq ´ ψM F pn0 q ψM F pn0 ` kq;

(E.1)

4. the variance of the mean field parameter, defined as
´
¯2
σM F pnq “ ψM F pnq2 ´ ψM F pnq .

(E.2)

Power spectrum P pωq
In the study of P pωq we distinguish its behavior at low and high frequencies: at low
frequency we observe either a power law decay in ω or a constant power spectrum
depending on whether pK, q are in the subdiffusive or diffusive region.
The low frequencies behavior is shown in panel (a) of Figure E.1: we plot P pωq
for two cases, one corresponding to subdiffusion, with a small value of , and one
to diffusion of momentum. In the first case (continuous line) a power-law behavior
is observed, while in the second (dashed line) the power spectrum is flat in ω. The
dependence of the power law exponent of P pωq on K and  is shown in Figure E.2,
where we consider K “ 4.0, panel (a), and K “ 11.0, panel (b). The dynamics is
described by the full green squares which represent the power law exponent of the
kinetic energy growth. The exponent of P pωq vanishes (empty blue squares) when the
dynamics is diffusive and it is negative when it is subdiffusive.
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Figure E.1: (a) The low frequencies behavior of P pωq is plotted for a case in which the
dynamics is diffusive (dashed line) and another in which it is subdiffusive manifests
(continuous line). T “ 65536 is the length of the time interval which has been used
to compute the Fourier transform; it coincides with the number of frequencies which
has been considered. (b) High frequencies behavior of P pωq for a fixed value of K
and different values of : the positions of the peaks almost coincide. The norm of the
power spectrum has been normalized to unity in order to enhance the visibility of the
peaks within the same order of magnitude. In the simulations k̄ “ 2.79.
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Figure E.2: The power-law exponents for Epnq and σM F pnq in the time domain and for
P pωq and Pac pωq in frequency domain are plotted. (a) K “ 4.0: the exponents relative
to Epnq and σM F pnq (green square and orange triangles respectively) are uniform in
; the power laws exponents of the power spectra (red circles for P pωq and empty blue
ones for Pac pωq) increase with . (b) K “ 11.0: the dynamics of the system passes
from subdiffusive to diffusive when  is increased. The exponents of the power laws of
P pωq and Pac pωq vanish when the dynamics is diffusive. In the simulations k̄ “ 2.79.
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The high frequency behavior of P pωq is characterized by a series of peaks whose
positions depend on K; by increasing  they spread and become smoother until they
disappear when the system enters the diffusive region of the pK, q plane. In panel
(b) of Figure E.1 this property is shown plotting the power spectrum for increasing
values of  at fixed K: we chose  ď 1 it clearly appears that the peaks coincide in
the three cases.
Power spectrum Pac pωq
Let us now discuss the power spectrum of the time-correlator Pac pω; n0 q at different n0 :
if the process ψM F pnq is stationary, the time-correlator cpk; n0 q and its power spectrum
are independent on n0 . The small frequency results for our case are shown in panel
(a) of Figure E.3 where we plot Pac pω; n0 q corresponding to n0 “ 103 and n0 “ 104 :
the two curves show a power-law behavior at low ω with the same exponent. The
larger is n0 , however, the smaller the amplitude of Pac pωq. It follows that cM F pk; n0 q
scales to 0 as n0 is increased: this result leads us to conclude that ψM F pnq is not a
stationary signal.
As already mentioned, Pac pω; n0 q decays like a power law in the subdiffusive region
of the pK, q plane. This behavior is smoothed by increasing  or K until it disappears
when diffusion starts: the exponent of the power law reduces and a uniform region at
low ω appears. In the diffusive region of the pK, q plane Pac pωq is flat.
In panel (b) of Figure E.3 we qualitatively show how Pac pω; n0 q changes as  is
increased. We consider K “ 3.0, for which the system is always in the subdiffusive
region (see Figure 4.2), and K “ 10.0, for which the system passes from subdiffusive
to diffusive as  is increased. In the first case Pac pωq exhibits a power-law behavior
at low frequencies for  “ 2.0: this behavior is smoothed out when  “ 7.0. In the
second case the power-law behavior is much less evident when  “ 1.0; it completely
disappears when  “ 7.9 and the system is diffusive. In Figure E.2 the power law
exponents relative to Pac pωq are plotted (red circles): for K “ 4.0, see panel (a), the
exponent approaches the value of ´0.5 without vanishing. On the other side in panel
(b) we set K “ 11.0 and it vanishes for  ą 4.0: indeed for higher values of  the
system is diffusive.
At high frequencies Pac pω; n0 q is characterized by some peaks whose positions
depend on K, similarly to what has been found for P pωq.
Variance of the mean field parameter σM F pnq
Let us now turn to σM F pnq which is found to show a power law behavior, much clearer
and robust than the one exhibited by Pac pω; n0 q and P pωq. In the subdiffusive region
σM F pnq decreases as n´β , with β slightly varying between to 0.3 ˜ 0.4 while in the
diffusive one σM F pnq „ n´β with β » 0.5. In Figure E.4 σM F pnq is plotted in two
particular cases, one in the subdiffusive region and the other in the diffusive one.
In panel (a) of Figure E.2 we set K “ 4.0: the system is always subdiffsive and the
power law exponent of σM F (orange triangles) is constant as  is varied. In panel (b)
we set K “ 11.0: the system passes from subdiffusive to diffusive for  “ 4.0 as it can
be seen in Figure 4.2. Accordingly, the exponent of σM F tends to ´0.5; this transition
is also enhanced by the exponent of the time-correlator (red circles) which vanishes
at  “ 4.0. Of course, the behavior of σM F pnq clearly shows that cM F pk “ 0; n0 q is
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Figure E.3: (a) Pac pω; n0 q is plotted for two values of n0 : in the low frequencies region
the slope of the curves is the same while the initial amplitude changes. This scaling
is related to the power-law time dependence of σM F . Numerical parameters: K “ 6.0
and  “ 0.52. (b) A power-law behavior can be observed in the curve corresponding
to K “ 3.00,  “ 2.00 (first curve from above) and it flattens as K and  are increased.
The bottom line has been shifted down by an order of magnitude for a better visibility.
In the simulations k̄ “ 2.79.
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Figure E.4: Two cases of dynamics are considered, a diffusive one with K “ 30.0,  “
4.90 (blue, dark line, color online) and a subdiffusive one with K “ 6.0,  “ 0.52
(orange, light one). (a) The growth of the kinetic energy is plotted for the two cases;
the dotted lines stresses the relative slopes. (b) The evolution of σM F is plotted for
the two cases so the corresponding power law behaviors are enhanced.
not stationary. In order to better understand how the features we are analyzing are
relevant for the dynamics of our system we generate two artificial signals, φpnq and
f pnq, with some of the spectral properties we have found in ψM F pnq and study the
dynamics of a system perturbed by them instead of ψM F pnq. The first signal φpnq
has a power spectrum like the one in Figure E.1 (power law behavior in panel (a))
and random phases assigned to the Fourier coefficients: the corresponding evolution
operator, according to the definition in Eq.(4.1.7), contains the kicking modulation
K 1 pnq “ K ´ Jφpnq. The dynamics of this system is found to be subdiffusive up to
a finite time, after which Epnq grows linearly in time, analogously to what was found
in the classical system in Ref. [119]: this means that the features of P pωq are not a
sufficient ingredient to reproduce the power law growth of Epnq. On the other side,
if we take K 2 pnq “ K ´ Jφpnqq, where f pnq is a stationary white noise process, the
power law is uniform in ω and the energy grows linearly in time. Therefore, while
some features of the dynamics obtained can be associated to the properties of the time
series the robust subdiffusion observed cannot be reproduced by a simple Gaussian
process.
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Appendix F

Crossover region
The crossover region appears first of all by looking at the value of the level spacing
ratio xry which smoothly interpolates between the Poisson value and the Wigner Dyson
one (see Figure 3.4). Now we want to investigate the properties of the system in this
range of values, by focusing on a line in the parameters space with J{k̄ “ 0.3. We will
show that in this region there is a coexistence of localized and delocalized states and
that this coexistence persists when we increase M up to the maximum value allowed
by computational limitations.
We start by looking at the scaling properties of the IPR in order to check whether
the Floquet eigenstates are localized or not.We find that the averaged IPR decreases
as the local truncation M is increased, but the behavior is slower than a power law,
differently from what we found in the delocalized region. We can see this in the
panels of Figure F.1 in which the red curves (circle points) show the IPR for K{k̄ “
0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1 (panels paq,..., pdq respectively).
We observe a straight power law decaying of the IPR for small values of M in
panel pdq which then slows down at higher values of the truncation. We can interpret
this behavior by saying that localized and delocalized states participate to the mean
IPR; for small values of M the support of the localized states is larger than the
truncated Hilbert space and therefore the IPR of all the states, both the localized
and the delocalized ones, decays as a power law with M . At larger truncations the
IPRs of the localized and delocalized states behave differently and the decaying of the
averaged IPR changes consequently.
In order to understand the role played by the fluctuations of the IPRα we plot
the log-average IPRlog in Figure F.1 (yellow squares). The curve relative to the mean
IPR and to the log one do not coincide, revealing the presence of fluctuations, but
neither they strongly diverge. This means that stronger fluctuations may emerge by
considering the IPR relative to another basis of vectors, namely the eigenstates of the
angular momentum. To the purpose of testing this hypothesis we define the inverse
participation ratio of the angular momentum eigenstates as
ÿ
IPRm :“
|xφα |my|4 .
(F.1)
α

If we consider a momentum eigenstate as initial state and we let it evolve in time
it can be easily shown that IPRm is invariant during the evolution: this means that
IPRm can tell us if the dynamics of a given initial state will be localized or not in
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Figure F.1: In this log-log plot we show how in the crossover region the IPR of the zero
momentum angular momentum eigenstate (blue triangles) passes from being constant
in M to decreasing with M , while the averaged IPR (red circles) always decreases.
We plot also the logarithmic average (yellow squares) to show that fluctuations in the
IPR, given by localized states, reduces the slope of the scaling. In panels paq ,... pdq
we have K{k̄ “ 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1 respectively. Other parameters: L “ 3, k̄ “ 5.0.
the angular momentum space. Indeed if IPRm is constant as M is increased it means
that the state m has a finite support in the Hilbert space and its dynamics will be
localized, while if IPRm scales with M the dynamics is delocalized.
We apply this argument to a particular momentum eigenstate, namely |0y “ |m1 “
0, ..., mL “ 0y. The peculiarity of this state is that it is the one which is more distant
from the Hilbert space boundary and therefore less affected by finite size effects.
It follows that we can look at IPR0 to verify that the scaling of the IPR in the
intermediate region is due to states with different localization properties.
In Figure F.1 we plot the scaling of IPR0 (blue curve with triangular points)
compared to the IPR. It emerges that IPR0 reaches a constant value against M while
on the contrary the IPR does not: this means that in this region of the parameters
space there are momentum eigenstates which are localized and other which are not.
We conclude by arguing that the Floquet eigenstates present a fractal behavior, which
emerges by looking at the scaling properties of the IPR. Also, it emerges that in the
local basis of the angular momentum there is a coexistence of localized and delocalized
eigenstates. This result is in agreement which preceding results stating the absence
of a mobility edge in the Floquet eigenstates [158] and allow us to predict that in this
region the dynamics of the system would depend on the kinetic energy of the initial
state.
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